


The Khabarovsky Krai is the one of largest territorial subjects of the Russian Federation 
which territory is equal to three territories of Great Britain or two territories of France.

The capital of this region is the greenest and most comfortable city in Russia!

It is the place where the Amur River flows, which is one of the world’s ten greatest rivers.

The Khabarovsky Krai is the region of unique and various nature! We are proud of fact that 300 
natural landmarks, 6 reserved areas, 2 national parks, 28 reserved forests and many other 
places untouched by civilization are located here. There are also such geological objects of 
the world significance as the Kondyor Massif, Mar-Kuel internal drainage basin, solutional 
caves, world’s drainage divide, stone woods of Siziman bay. 

The Khabarovsky Krai is one of the most multicultural regions in Russia! It’s hardly possible 
to find a region of such tolerance, mutual understanding and harmony of many folks which 
perform vivid festivals, where visitors can taste national cousin and take part in ceremonies. 

It’s a good opportunity to learn about the culture of many local small-numbered ethnic 
group: the Nanais, Nigidalis, Nivkhs, Ulchis, Evenkis, Orochis, Udegeian.

The Khabarovsky Krai is the place of birth of the legendary hunter and guide Dersu Uzala, 
the world renowned artist Gennady Pavlishin, Olympic champions Evgeni Plushenko and 
Yuliya Chepalova and many other prominent figures.

100 museums, theaters, cinemas, exhibition centers, decorative art studious, centers of 
amusement and recreation are waiting for visitors.

The territory of where aircrafts are born! Here “Sukhoi Superjet 100” civilian airliners and 
SU (Su-32, Su-33, Su-35 and so on) military fighters and 5 generation T-50 aircrafts are 
constructed.

The territory of hospitable and lucky people! As the word “habar” is translated as “luck” 
from Old Russian, so every person coming to the region will become much luckier!

10 reasons 
to visit tHE KHabarovsKy Krai:
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Seven wonders of The Khabarovsky Krai are bright, unforgettable places and phenomena, which 
are definitely the pride of local people: Sikachi-Alyan petroglyphs, Amur Bridge, Shantar Islands, 
Amut Lake, Dusse-Alin mountain country, lotuses, Amur tiger. Traveling to the wonders of kray with 
the distance of thousands of kilometers between them, stopping in reserved places, tasting Far East 
delights will provide you with life energy and unique videos and snapshots.

Furthermore, hundreds of places of interests are located in our region. There are several extant 
elements of ancient culture of the Stone and Iron Ages in still standing settlements on the Amur 
River banks and petroglyphs in Sikachi-Alyan, Kiya and Sheremetievo.

Ethnic villages (Inya, Aim, Udskoye, Oremif, Bulava, Datta, Sikachi-Alyan, Gvasyugi, etc.) which 
possess cultural oasises of small-numbered ethnic groups. Those villages represent the unique 
basis of utmost significance for the ethnic and ethno-ecologic tourism development in the region.

Interesting and potentially productive mineral water deposits are also located in The Khabarovsky 
Krai, including those which are partially developed and being used (Tumninskoye and Annenskie 
waters) and those which are not used yet (Tyrminskoye, Tuttinsloye, etc.) but already able to become 
the supporting bases for the organization of recreational tourism in the region.

Mysterious stone Amur Columns are unique natural monument of the Far East which has cultic 
significance. This object became one of the best 30 participants of “Russia 10” multimedia contest!

People of the Far East not only work hard but also rest with pleasure. When visiting our land, 
you can try entertaining fishing in mountain rivers and smelt fishing on sea shore or go hunting in 
remote places.

Many Russians dream to visit Shantar Islands where brown bears roam, where orcas splash in 
the waters of the Sea of Okhotsk and where the famous traveler Fyodor Konyuhov erected Russian 
Orthodox chapel in 2012.

In summer tourists can enjoy vast Amur spaces, in golden autumn woods await amateurs of 
mushroom hunting and berry picking, in winter Holdomi and Amut Snow Lake ski resorts are ready 
to offer visitors great leisure activities.

Since Khabarovsk Territory is situated at the junction of Asian and European culture, it possesses 
unique charm in architecture and cultural traditions. Guests of the capital of region confess that they 
are amazed by its beauty and uniqueness.

It takes just 1 or 2 hours from the capital to get to neighboring states which nowadays belong to 
the world economy leaders such as China, Japan, Korean Republic, etc.

Integration of our economy to the economies of leading Asian regions stimulates the development 
of The Khabarovsky Krai, as well as it facilitates the tourist communication between neighboring 
countries for pupils, students, specialists, businessmen and other people. Due to the integration 
mutual understanding between our peoples is consolidated.

Therefore, young people more and more actively study foreign languages, history and innovating 
technologies, understanding that it will help them to choose career and live a good life in the future.

For the KhabarovsKy Krai  is the territory oF development!



pearl necKlace oF the KhabarovsKy Krai
Possibility to sEE all PEarls witHin a singlE tour: tHE amur rivEr, 

indigEnous EtHnic grouPs, naturE, culturE, PEoPlE, local Handicraft

type of tourism Educational, excursion-orientated, ecological, ethnographic.

the intended target audience Without age and nationality restrictions.

season All year round.

tour duration 5 days/ 4 nights.

populated areas Khabarovsk, Sikachi-Alyan village, Komsomolsk-On-Amur.

name and textual description of objects 
(natural, cultural, sports, etc.) and events 

(cultural and national festivals,  
sport events, etc.), which can be included 

 in itinerary in a free format

• Kray museum named after N. I. Grodekov, 
• “Priamurskiy” Zoological Garden named after V.P. Sysoyev, 
• Nanaian Sikachi-Alyan village, Sikachi-Alyan petroglyphs, 
• “Volkonsky ”small-arms system, 
• Country house or agricultural farm, 
• Workshop dedicated to the painting of Russian wooden matryoshka, 
• Excursion to the food production factory in Khabarovsk (as chosen), 
• “Suhoy” Komsomolsk-On-Amur Aircraft Production Association Museum named 

after Yu. A. Gagarin, 
• Komsomolsky Museum of Local Lore, 
• Nanaian “Verhnyaya Ekon” village, 
• Art workshop in Komsomolsk-On-Amur, 
• The Trans-Siberian Railway,
• Fishing (summer and winter) in the Amur River branches.
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itinerary

day 1. KhabarovsK

08:00 Arrival in Khabarovsk by train/plane. Meeting with the guide, transfer to the hotel.

09:00-12:00 Guided tour to Khabarovsk: N. N. Muraviev-Amursky Street, V. I. Lenin Square. City pounds, “Dinamo” park, railway station 
forecourt and the monument to Yerofey Khabarov, Spaso-Preobrazhenskiy Cathedral, Glory Memorial, Soboro-Komsomolskaya 
Square, the Cathedral of the Assumption, Central Park of Culture and Recreation, viewing platform for the observation of the 
Amur River.

12:00-13:00 Visit to the Kray Museum named after N. I. Grodekov and Amur Cliff.

13:00-14:00 Lunch in “Dacha” restaurant (home cousine).

14:00-18:00 ontinuation of the guided tour in the northern part of Khabarovsk: Severny Park and the Cathedral of Venerable Seraphim of 
Sarov, Amur Bridge, Museum of the Amur Bridge History, “Priamurski” Zoological Garden named after V.P. Sysoyev.

19:00 Dinner in “Hong Kong” restaurant (Chinese cousine). Hotel check-in (at option: Amur, Butik-Hotel, Khabarovsk-City, Inturist, 
Turist).

  Khabarovsk

Komsomolsk-on-amur



The MinisTry of culTure of The KhabarovsKy Krai

day 2: siKachi-alyan

08:00-09:00 Breakfast in the hotel. Leaving hotel for Nanaian village of Sikachi-Alyan (about 70 kilometers from Khabarovsk).

10:30 Arrival in Sikachi-Alyan village. Guests will be met by the guide, a native woman in ethnic dress. Guided tour to the school museum 
intended to introduce character of native people, their way of life and ethnic habits and traditions. Visit to the local kinship community 
of the Wu family. Getting acquainted with this family which cherishes traditions of their ancestors. Excursion in the house. Observing 
household and everyday life of modern Nanai people, studying the tradition of their national costume and learning how to distinguish 
between types of ethnic embroidery. Workshop: for women — making a talisman doll “aoka”, for men — angling and filleting fresh 
river fish.

13:00 Dinner in the nomad camp, tasting national Nanaian cuisine (salad made of fresh vegetables or fern, fish or potato “Tala” — salad 
made of fresh potato or fresh fish, “boda” — starch drink made of different groats (rice, pearl barley, millet, oatmeal), “holto” — 
conny fish broth (skygazer, mirror carp, Chinese bass, orca) or “cholo” — soup with purple sage, “silon” — grilled fish, boiled potato, 
“tasima” — Nanaian scones, tea or fruit drink with the Far East herbs: brier, hawthorn, magnolia-vine.

14:00-15:00 Exursion on Nanajian boats (in summer) or on foot (in winter) to Sikachi-Alyana petroglyphs (2000-year-old rock engravings). 
Tourists will be told about the history of petroglyphs origin, legends, connected with them, and about scientific and mythical theories 
of their emergence.

15:00-16:00 Return to the nomad camp. National Nanaian games: (“chapkan” — collective game with a forked branch and a grass ball (throw-
catch), “tamyan” — triple jumps, archery, jumping over the sledge, tugging stick.

17:00 Leaving Sikachi-Alyan village for Khabarovsk. On the way back tourists will visit “Volkonski” open small-arms system and learn how 
to shoot with air rifles.

19:00 Dinner in “Green plazza” restaurant (Korean cuisine). Hotel check-in (at option).
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day 3: coUntry hoUse /aGricUltUral Farm, matryoshKa, prodUction

Breakfast in the hotel.

summer option (may 01 - october 30) visit to the country house (dacha)

07:45 Transfer to the railway station. Trip on the suburban train from Khabarovsk to Priamurskaya 
station (23 kilometers, 25 minutes on the way). Tourists will be provided with a unique 
opportunity to travel along the part of the famous Trans-Siberian Railway, the longest railway 
in the world with the length of 9298.2 kilometers.

10:00-12:00  Visit to the DACHA (Russian county cottage), getting acquainted with the Russian way of 
farm management, guided tour to the land plot, observing buildings and domestic animals 
(chickens, gooses, rabbits), studying varieties of vegetables, fruits, fruit and berry plants 
growing in dacha. Helping farmers to take care of plants (watering, weeding, tying), collecting 
vegetables, fruits, berries.

12:00-13:00 Collective lunch cooking: salad of fresh vegetables (from May to June vegetables are collected 
in greenhouses): cucumbers, tomatoes, sweet pepper, greenery; boiling potatoes, making 
drinks of fresh berries, grilling meat.

13:00-14:00 Lunch: the Russian home cuisine, cooked by guests.
The Russian traditional tea ceremony: drinking tea with samovar, pancakes, patty-cakes, jam 
and honey.

Winter variant (november 01 - april 30) visit to the agricultural farm

09:00 Leaving hotel to visit the agricultural farm in Topolevo village in the suburbs of Khabarovsk. 
30-40 minutes on the way.

10:00-12:00 Guided tour to the family type agricultural farm. There are two types of farms: agricultural 
(growing vegetables) farm or cattle (breeding domestic animals: cows, chickens, ducks, rabbits) 
farm.  Getting acquainted with peculiarities of the farm management in our region, getting to 
know the variates of vegetables grown, species of local animals, outlet markets, etc. 

12:00-13:00 Collective lunch cooking: salad of fresh vegetables grown in greenhouses: cucumbers, tomatoes, 
sweet pepper, greenery; boiling potatoes, making drinks of fresh berries, grilling meat.



13:00-14:00 Lunch: the Russian home cuisine, cooked by guests.
The Russian traditional tea ceremony: drinking tea with samovar, pancakes, patty-cakes, jam and honey.

15:00 Travelling on bus to Khabarovsk. Visit to the souvenir shop “Secrets of Craft”. Workshop: painting of the Russian wooden matryoshka.

17:00 Guided tour to one of the food industry enterprises (chosen by tourists), tasting of production (Baltika Brewery, “Khabarovskaya” 
Confectionery Factory, “3 Wishes” Ice-cream Plant, infant dairy nutrition plant.

19:00 Dinner in “Iron Kabis” restaurant — Ossetian cuisine, famous for its pies (the restaurant is situated near the railway station). During 
the dinner tourists will be treated with several kinds of Ossetian pies.

21:08 Departure from Khabarovsk to Komsomolsk-On-Amur by train. Night on the railroad.

day 4: KomsomolsK-on-amUr, verhnaya eKon villaGe

06:30 Arrival in Komsomolsk-On-Amur by train No.667. Traditional Russian welcoming ceremony “Bread and Salt”. Transfer to “Siun” cafe 
for breakfst.

07:00-08:00 Breakfast in “Siun” cafe.

08:30-09:30 Excursion to the exhibition hall (museum) of “Suhoy” Komsomolsk-On-Amur Aircraft Production Association airline manufacturer 
named after Yu.A. Gagarin. “Suhoy” (one of the major Russian airplane manufacture enterprises). 

10:00-11:30 General sightseeing tour in Komsomolsk-On-Amur: central promenade (Monument to Pioneer Builders, Eternal Flame Memorial 
Complex, Amur Bridge, etc.) major streets (Mira Prospect, Monument to Komsomol members of thirties, “Mirror of Shadows” Young 
Spectators’ Theater, Amur Hotel, Children Library named after M. Gorky, continuation of Mira Prospect, Lenina Prospect and Pioneer 
Builders Prospect — the broadest street of the city.
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12:30-13:30 Guided tour to “Verhnyaya Ekon” Nanaian village (24 kilometers from Komsomolsk-On-Amur, crossing of the Amur River via bridge) 
where local people carefully preserve their ethnic traditions. Tourists will learn additional information about Nanaian culture: 
ethnographic museum demonstrates a rich collection of sevens – sculptural embodiments of spirits, shaman vestments, which are 
vey old, tambourines, handcraft metal pendants, collection of national wedding dresses and other festival dress.

13:30-14:00 “Nanaian fairy tales” – a show prepared by the children folklore troop (national dances, songs, games).

14:00-15:00 Nanaian-style lunch: potatoe tala, fish soup, potato mash, chicken fried steak, Nanaian flat cakes, Nanaian national drink made of 10 
taiga herbs, sweet “salima” dessert.

15:00-16:00 Birchbark weaving workshop. During the workshop, the craftsman sings Nanaian songs which help guests make creative souvenirs 
that will preserve the kind spirit of Nanaian craftsman.

16:00-16:30 Stroll along the Amur riverbank to the Shamanka mountain, a mountain with a beautiful legend which says that the cliff on this shore 
originally was a great local shaman woman who turned into stone because of magic.

16:30-18:00 Visit to the art workshop. Excursion and discussion with skilled artists. Possibility to purchase original paintings.
Russian hostess wearing the national costume will treat guests with the Samovar tea, dry ring biscuits, pancakes, pies, honey and jam. 
Feast is accompanied with Russian folk songs, melodies, recitatives and music performed on the folk instruments - wooden spoons, 
tap instruments.

18:00-19:30 Dinner in “Drova” stake house (stake-menu, fresh salads).

20:00-20:30 Transfer to the railway station.

21:00 Leaving Komsomolsk-On-Amur for Khabarovsk by “Yunost” train No.667. Night on the railroad.

day 5:  FishinG, excUrsion at the choice, closinG dinner and FolK activities

08:00-09:00 Breakfast in the hotel. Leaving the hotel for the Amur riverbank (“Zaton” district).

summer variant (april 25 - october 30) fishing on the amur river branches

10:00-12:00 Preparation for fishing on the Amur River branches on the “Bilivar” yacht. Briefing. Rite of initiation to “Amur Riverers”, sailing off 
the “Fort-Artua” yacht-club. Fishing on the Amur River branches (at the choice and depending on weather conditions): Osinovaya 
River, Tunguska, Novokamenka, Talga. Taking green stops for fishing on branches with the use of spinning and little fishing nets.
Learning how to guide the “river-sea” class yacht on the way back to club:  steering control of the yacht on the river, turning and 
maneuvering, using gadgets, orientating with the map, unmooring, mooring, tramp mounting, anchoring the yacht near the bank, 
emergency boats pumping and launching, lowering and rising the anchor, fastening sailor’s knots.



Winter variant (december 1 - march 30) subglacial fishing

10:00-12:00 Rite of initiation to “Amur Riverers”.
Departing from “Fort-Artua” yacht-club on ice (on foot) accompanied by the guide. 
Choosing the right place to fish, learning how to drill ice-holes and mastering subglacial fishing.

13:00 Lunch in “Fort Artua” restaurant (the Far East fish plate menu: “Amurski” salad made of tomatoes and Siberian salmon, carp fish 
soup, sharaban, baked vegetables, cranberry drink). After lunch, congratulations with successful passing of “Amur Riverer” (in 
summer) or “Amur Fisherman” (in winter) course, receiving honorable diploma and gifts.

16:00-18:00 excursion at the choice (depending on tourists’ hobbies and interests):
- visit to the Russian family, tea party, learning how to cook Rusian dishes;
- visit to the pottery workshop, workshop dedicated to making pottery souvenirs with symbols of Khabarovsk.
- attendance of the concert in the Concert hall of Philarmonia or “Triada” pantomime theatre (according to the itinerary);
- driving a 4-wheeler in the taiga off-road;
- guided tour to the forest museum and along the ecologic path of Bolshehehtsirsky reservation;
- visit to the Russian wooden sauna, bathing with birch broom massage and drinking herbal tea.

19:00 Closing dinner in “Cowboy” restaurant (stake menu). Additionally, we offer guided tours to stables which includes the lecture on 
horse breeds and their characteristics, techniques of riding with a practical class.

21:00 Departure from Khabarovsk.

separate subdivision of “main agency of saha republic 
(yakutia) air connections” oJsc, “dalgeotours” travel 
agency

680000, Khabarovsk, Turgeneva Street, 78

8 (4212) 318-829, 318-830

yakovenko@dalgeo.com

www.dalgeo.com

cost includes: hotel accommodation (double room), dining on a full 
board basis, guide accompaniment (guide-interpreter for foreigners), 
transport expenses, excursions and all entrance tickets.
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KomsomolsK-on-amUr:
A CITY OF YOUTH AND BRAVERY. LAND OF NANAIAN 

CRAFTSMEN, ARTISTS AND NOTABLE PEOPLE

type of tourism Cultural-educative tourism, ecologic tourism.

the intended 
target audience

Pupils from 8 years old and older.

season All year round.

tour duration 2 days/1 night.

populated areas 
on the route

Komsomolsk-On-Amur.



The MinisTry of culTure of The KhabarovsKy Krai

itinerary

day 1

08:00-09:00

09:30-12:00

12:15-12:45

13:00-13:30

13:45-14:45

15:00-16:00

16:15-17:15

18:00-18:30

Meeting at the railroad station. Hotel check-in. Breakfast.

General sightseeing tour in Komsomolsk-On-Amur, walking tour along the 
Central Promenade, intersection of Lenin Prospect and International Prospect 
which is named after builders who came from many republics of the USSR. 

Children and youth art palace. “Back to the USSR” event. 

Lunch.

Excursion to the Museum of Local Lore. “Komsomol romance of citybuilders”. 
General tour along the halls of the museum: “Archeology, Ethnography and 
Nature of the Amur Region”, “City History”.

Gallery of modern art “Metamorphosis”: Concert of “EthnoSound” ensemble, 
examination of art works and utility-art objects in halls of the gallery. 
Visit to the Komsomolsk-On-Amur Theater (daily from 16:00 to 22:00 except 
Monday).

at additional charge:

“Confectioner” workshop (handicraft candies, decoration of confectionery, 
desserts, gingerbread house, gingerbread post-card, Japanese cuisine, Chinese 
cuisine (hotplate), carving (carving vegetables and fruit).
Or visit to the swimming pool of “Metalurg” sports complex.

Dinner. Return to the hotel. Leisure time.

day 2

08:00-09:00

09:30-12:30

Breakfast.

Excursion to the exhibition hall (museum) of “Suhoy” Komsomolsk-on-Amur 
Aircraft Production Association airline manufacturer named after Yu.A Gagarin 
(Russia’s major warplane production enterprise) and the territory of aircraft 
manufacturing plant named after Y. A. Gagarin.

day 2

13:00-16:00

16:00-16:40

16:40-18:40

19:00-19:30

Guided tour to “Verhnyaya Ekon” Nanaian village where local people carefully preserve their 
traditions. 

Visit to Nanaian school, built by local people and attended by only 50 pupils. Ethnographic 
museum of Nanaian art was founded in this school. Museum consists of only one room but 
exhibits everything connected to the culture of this ethnic group. Ethnographic museum 
possesses a rich collection of Nanaian sevens - sculptural embodiments of spirits, hundred-
year-old shaman vestments, tambourines, handcrafted metal pendants, collection of national 
wedding dresses and other festival dress. Lunch in the school cafeteria.

“Nanaian fairy tales” - performance prepared by Nanaian children in national costumes. Birch 
bark weaving workshop. Stroll along the Amur River Promenade. 

Transfer to Komsomolsk-On-Amur.

at additional charge:

- “Kirov park” roller rink located in the shopping center. There is place for skating with 
obstacles, roller-skates rental and a cafe. 

- “Experementariy” - exhibition of amusive science museum (Museum of Local Lore)

Dinner. Departure from Komsomolsk-On-Amur.
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cost includes: Dining all along the 
route (breakfast, lunch, dinner), 
accommodation at the hotel (4-bed 
room), excursion program according 
to the itinerary.

“ista” llc

681013, Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Lenina Prospekt, 19

tel: 8(4217) 546-171, 547-505, 540-794, 215-864

ista_2001@mail.ru, istakms@yandex.ru

www.istatour.ru
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imperial harboUr  — 
SEA GATES OF THE KHABAROVSKY KRAI 

type of tourism Cultural-educative tourism, ecologic tourism. 

the intended 
target audience

Pupils from 13 years old and older.

season September-March.

tour duration 2 days/1 night.

populated areas 
on the route

Vanino settlement, Sovetskaya Gavan city, Lososina 
settlement, Zavety Il’icha settlement, Vanino 
settlement.

itinerary 

day 1, vanino settlement –  sovetsKaya Gavan city

08:14
09:00
09:30

10:00-10:15

13:30-14:30

14:30-16:00  

16:00-18:00

18:30-19:00
19:00-20:00

  

Arriving at Vanino, transfer to Sovetskaya Gavan.
Hotel check-in. Preparation for the journey on foot. 
Breakfast in the city cafe. Meeting, getting acquainted with the instructor, briefing.
Stroll along the “Following Arsenyev’s steps” ecologic and touristic path. Distance from city to 
the path is 5 km (1 hour). Earth-road wiith a slight slope. 
After that stroll along the path to the “Blooming meadow” (3 km) (3 hours with stops), 
“Berendey’s forest”, “Shaman’s chum” in “Witch ring”. 
Field lunch in “Blooming meadow” of Bazarnaya bay (in case the weather is windless) or in 
“Alpinists bivouac” (in case the weather is windy).
Reaching the Red Partisan Cusp, Red Partisan Lighthouse: memorial desk dedicated to 
Arsenyev V.K., memorial sign dedicated to keepers of the Lighthouse who were exterminated 
by the White Guards. 
Arrival in Situan bay: memorial sign dedicated to inhabitats of Situan settlement who fell 
on the fields of the Great Patriotic War, Gorny garden: Monument to sea soldiers of 365th 
separate battalion of the Northern Pacific fleet. 
Transfer to the hotel.
Dinner (“Sovetskaya Gavan” reustarant or Chinese cuisine). Leisure time. Stroll along the city 
streets. Rest.

 day 2

08:00-9:30
09:30-10:00   
10:10-10:50
11:00-12:20

Visit to the swimming pool (1 session: 45 minutes) (15-20 minutes on foot). Check-out. 
Breakfast in the city cafe.
Guided tour to the Museum of Local Lore named after N. K. Boshnyak.
Visit to memorable places of Sovetsko-Gavansky district: Anastasia cape, Lososina settlement 
(memorable sign in honour of discoverers of Imperial (Soviet) Harbour, memrial sign in 
honor of “Sovgavan” fish factory fishermen perished during the Great Patriotic War, Port 
Administration’s viewing platform - panoramic view of Sovetskaya Gavan bay, memorial 
desk dedicated to military topographers), Sovetskaya Gavan city (memorial desk in honor of 
N. K. Boshnyak, the discoverer of Imperial (Soviet) Harbour.
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cost includes: Dining all along the 
route (breakfast, lunch, dinner), 
accommodation: “Sovetskaya 
Gavan” hotel, accommodation: 
economy rooms for 4-10 
people (bunkbeds, combination 
bathroom, shower in the room, 
excursion program, transport 
service, medical insurance).

“ista” llc

681013, Komsomolsk-On-Amur 
Lenina Prospekt, 19

8 (4217) 546-171, 547-505, 540-794, 215-864

ista_2001@mail.ru, istakms@yandex.ru

www.istatour.ru

 day 2

12:30-13:30
13:30-14:10
14:10-15:00
15:00-16:00

16:10-16:30 
16:40-17:20   
17:50-18:00

Lunch in “Sushi vesla” tavern. 
Transfer to Byaude military pier.
Visit to the military ship of separate auxiliary fleet of the Russian Federation Navy. 
Transfer to Zavety Il’icha settlement. 
Zavety Il’icha settlement, Postovaya bay (burial place of sailors who participated in 
first wintering of the Konstantinovsky Post (1853-1854), memorial desk dedicated 
to winterers. Burial places of 1853-1854, monument-chapel in honor of sailors 
perished during the wintering of Konstantinovsky Post (1853-1854), place of 
shipwreck of “Pallada” frigate (31.01.1856), memorable sign dedicated to sailors 
of C-117 submarine, wrecked in the Tartar strait on 15.12.1952, memorable sign 
in honor of admiral Ye.V. Putyatin. 
Zavety Il’icha settlement (a narrow neck of land between the Tratar strait and 
Sovetskaya Gavan bay, the place where in 1853 N. Boshnyak discovered the 
harbour, which was named after the Emperor Nicholas I, memorial desk in honor 
of Gennady Ivanovich Nevelsky).
Transfer to Vanino settlement.
Dinner in “Berzka” cafe. 
Completion of the itinerary. Getting on train. Trvelling to Komsomolsk-On-Amur/ 
Khabarovsk by train. 

leGend oF three sUns:
SIKACHI-ALYAN PETROGLYPHS

type of tourism Cultural-educative tourism, informative tourism.

the intended target audience Pupils, foreign tourists, excursion travelers.

season
From mid-September to the beginning of November, from April 
to June.

tour duration 6 hours.

populated areas on the route Khabarovsk, Sikachi-Alyan village.
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itinerary  

cost includes: Transfer to and from Sikachi Alyan village, excursion in museum, guided 
tour to petroglyphs, accompaniment by the guide.

“United travel agency” llc

680000, Khabarovsk,  Pushkina Street, 50

8 (4212) 209-200

firsttravelagency@mail.ru

www.firsttravelagency.ru

10:00

11:30

12:00

13:00

Departure from Khabarovsk accompanied by a guide. On the way to Sikachi-Alyan 
(about 1.5 hours) tourists will listen to the lecture about archeology, diggings in the Far 
East, local indigenous people and the history of studying Sikachi-Alyan petroglyphs - 
ancient pictures on stones.

Arriving at Sikachi-Alyan village. Visit to the museum of Nanaian culture. Lecture 
on the religious practices of the most numerous ethnic group of the small ethnic 
communities in the Far East. 

Guided tour to petroglyphs (about 1 hour). Stroll along the Amur River bank with the 
demonstration of petroglyphs and learning myths connected to these places and the 
lecture on the contribution of Okladnikov to the study of ancient pictures. Sikachi-
Alyan petroglyphs were included into the UNESCO world heritage list (visit to the 
monument dedicated to this event).

Additional events or departure to Khabarovsk.

“Gremyachy loG” moUntain camp

type of tourism Mountain tourism, adventure, ecological, ethnographic tourism.

the intended 
target audience

Men and women from 18 to 60 years, corporative clients, children 
at the age of 10 and older accompanied by legal representatives.

season June-September.

tour duration 12 days/11 nights.

populated areas 
on the route

Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk, Briakan settlement of P. Osipenko 
district, Dusse-Alin of P. Osipenko district and Verhnebureinskiy district, 
Bureinskiy reservation.
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day 1 Departure from Khabarovsk. Arrival in Braikan village.

day 2 Travelling to Gremyachy Log by helicopter, establishing a base camp.

day 3 Acclimatization, stroll along the “Gremyachiy Log” mountain circus, “Zateryanny” 
cascade waterfall, “Voron’i Perya” lake, climbing on Chemodan pike.

day 4 Arriving at Medvezhiye Lake and then reaching Medvezhiy waterfall.

day 5 Returning to the base camp, Medvezhiye Lake.

day 6 Day’s rest, mountaineering activities, rest.

day 7 Arrival in Gornoye Lake. Route to Korbohon Lake and Vodopadny waterfall.

day 8 Returning to the base camp Gornoye Lake.

day 9 Day rest, visit to the viewing platform.

day 10 Climbing Nepristupny pike.

day 11 Departure from Briakan village

day 12 Departure to Khabarovsk.

itinerary

cost includes: transfers: Khabarovsk, Briakan village – Khabarovsk, air travel: Briakan 
village – Gremyachy Log tourist base – Briakan village, accommodation in tents in the 
tourist base, 3-time meals, group equipment and systems of individual safety, protection 
from wild animals, instructors’ services along the routes, accident insurance, permission 
to visit reservation, accommodation in Briakan village. 

“Far east center of active recreation and traveling” llc

682380, Khabarovsky Kray, Polina Osipenko District,  
Polina Osipenko village, Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32

kh.bm@bk.ru, kh-ban@yandex.ru 

FolloWinG arsenyev’s steps

type of tourism Hiking, adventure, ecological, ethnographic tourism.

the intended 
target audience

Category 1: men and women from 18 to 60 years, corporate customers, 
Category 2; boys and girls from 16 to18 years.

season All year round.

tour  duration 5 days/4 nights.

populated areas 
on the route

Khabarovsk, Lidoga village of Nanaj municipal district of Khabarovsky Kray. 

A unique route, during which the tourists will climb the highest mountain of the 
south of Khabarovsky Kray and the whole Primorsky Kray. On the route the tourists 
visit the historic site of the LI-2 plane crash. This is the only route in our region, 
allowing to climb the mountain of two thousand meters in height in such a short 
period of time. At the end of the route the tourists are offered the rafting on the 
upper stream of the famous Anyuy River. 

During the tour, throughout the time of tourists stay on the road and on the route, 
our company instructors tell educational stories about the pioneering history of 
our Kray and the history of the mountain tourism development in Khabarovsky 
Kray. They give master-classes on mining technique and working with climbing 
equipment.
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itinerary 

day 1

08:00     Departure from Khabarovsk. Travel time: 8 hours, distance: 500 km;
12:00     Lunch in the cafe (not included in the tour price);
16:00     Arrival at the beginning of the route. Foot crossing - 3 km;
17:00     Accommodation in the field in 2-4 local tents;
19:00     Dinner around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
21:00     Educational lectures on the flora and fauna of the Far Eastern taiga around the campfire,  
               guitar, animation elements.

day 2

08:00     Wake-up;
09:00     Breakfast around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
10:00     Continuation of route - 6 km;
14:00     Lunch around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
15:00     Continuation of route - 4 km;
19:00     Assault camp installation;
20:00     Dinner around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
22:00     Educational lectures aon the taiga life, survival and orienteering, guitar, animation  
               elements.

day 3

08:00     Wake-up;
09:00     Breakfast around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
10:00     Ascent of the highest mountain of the south of Khabarovsky Kray and Primorye  
               (special mountain equipment is provided) 2 km;
14:00     “Dinner on the Primus”, climbing exotic kitchen;
15:00     Return to the assault camp - 2 km;
20:00     Dinner around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
22:00     Educational lectures on the mountain hiking and climbing, guitar, animation elements.

the cost includes: transfer from Khabarovsk to Khabarovsk, accommodation in the field in a 
tent camp, three-time meals, equipment and gear, doctors serivce, instructor pool, means of 
communication, including satellite phone.

day 4

08:00     Wake-up;
09:00     Breakfast around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
10:00     Continuation of route - 13 km;
14:00     Lunch around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
15:00     Heading to the pedestrian part of the tour, moving to the Anyuy River - 20 km;
16:00     The beginning of rafting - 20 km;
20:00     Dinner around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
22:00     Educational lectures on the water tourism, guitar, animation elements.

day 5

08:00     Wake-up;
09:00     Breakfast around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
09:30     Continuation of rafting - 50 km;
14:30     Lunch around the campfire, travelling exotic kitchen;
15:30     Return to Khabarovsk - 300 km;
21:00     Approximate time of arrival in Khabarovsk.

“Far east center of active recreation and traveling” llc

682380, Khabarovsky Kray, Polina Osipenko District,  
Polina Osipenko village, Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32

kh.bm@bk.ru

kh-ban@yandex.ru 
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the Far eastern borders — 
KhabarovsK

type of tourism Child, military-patriotic, cultural-educative.

the intended target audience
Children (the Russian Federation citizens, foreign 
tourists) aged 12-18 years.

season April-May, September-November.

tour duration 2 days/2 nights.

populated areas on the route
Khabarovsk, Khabarovsk Region (Bolshoy Ussuriysky 
island, Bychikha village and Kazakevichevo village).

day 1

08:00

10:00   

13:00

14:00

16:30

18:30

Arrival in Khabarovsk. Group meeting. Breakfast in the city cafe. Transfer to the hotel, accommodation.

Khabarovsk sightseeing guided tour. Getting acquainted with Khabarovsk – Embankment named 
after N.I. Nevelsky, Lenin Square, Komsomolskaya Square, Glory Square, Spaso-Preobrazhenskiy 
Cathedral, City ponds, Platinum arena complex, the bridge over the Amur River.

Lunch in the city cafe.

Guided tour to the Khabarovsk Local Lore Museum named after N. I. Grodekov. It is the oldest 
museum in the Far East, the holdings of which amount to over 400 thousand exhibits. In the 
exhibition halls there are: the Far East fauna, the history and culture of the Amur River region 
peoples, the exploration history of the Far East, the «Volochaevskaya battle» panorama. The 
«Volochaevskaya battle» panorama is the only one in the country, dedicated to the history of 
the Civil war; it has the national culture-historical significance along with the «Borodino battle» 
panorama in Moscow.

Guided tour to the Military-historical Museum of the Far East Military District. In the museum holdings 
there is the collection of battle flags during the Civil and Great Patriotic wars, domestic and foreign 
firearms, bladed weapons, orders and medals of the USSR, uniforms and equipment, paintings and 
drawings, military-political posters. In the courtyard of the Museum there is the military equipment 
parade.

Dinner in city cafe. Transfer to the hotel.

itinerary

Khabarovsk

Krasnorechenskoe

bychikha village 

Kazakevichevo village

is. bolshoi 
Ussuriisky
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day 2

09:00

10:00   

13:00

14:00

17:30

18:30

Breakfast in the city cafe. Check out.

Visit to border outposts visit, which are located on the Bolshoy Ussuriysky island territory of Khabarovsk District. At the outpost tourists can 
get acquainted with the border guards’ life and see the border dogs training, as well as can assemble and disassemble the automat on their 
own (depends on the border outpost work).

Lunch in Bychikha village cafe.

Guided tour to Kazakevichevo village. This village is located in monument on the confluence of the Amur and the Ussuri rivers, by water of 
which in the middle of the XVII century the first explorers were rafted. Later, in 1856, near this place a military security post was set up. In 
1857, a military post was moved to the right bank of the Ussuri and was named Ust-Ussuri, a year later the Governor-General of Eastern 
Siberia N. I. Muravjev reorganized it in Kazakevichevo stanitsa. In Kazakevichevo village the tourist group visits its museum, tastes soldier’s 
porridge and visits the observation platform on the Ussuri River, which overlooks Sun Square (PRC).

Dinner in the city cafe.

Transfer to the Khabarovsk railway station, departure by train to Vladivostok.

the cost includes: accommodation in 
hotel (2-3 bed rooms), meals as per 
itinerary – 2 breakfasts, 2 lunches,  
2 dinners; transport and guided tour 
services according to the itinerary; 
entrance tickets to all activities, railway 
ticket/reserved seat/ Khabarovsk – 
Vladivostok.

“portal sezonov” llc

680021, Khabarovsk, 
Leningradskaya Street, 58

8 (4212) 775951, 389288

office@dvtravel.ru 

www.dvtravel.ru 

type of tourism Educational (guided tour).

the intended 
target audience

Toreign tourists (Japanese, Chinese); children’s groups (school-age); tourists 
travelling along the route of the Eastern Ring of Russia.

season June-September.

tour duration 3 days/2 night.

populated areas 
on the route

Nikolaevsk-on-Amur, Chnyrrakh village, Innokentevka village.

niKolaevsK – the First city on the amUr

nikolaevsk-on-amur
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day 1

10:00 Flight check-in.
12:00 Departure from Khabarovsk.
13:50 Arrival in Nikolaevsk-on-Amur.
14:00 Meeting. Bus board. Transfer to the hotel.
14:15 Check-in to the “Sever” hotel/ “Tip-Top” hostel.
14:30 Lunch.
15:00

16:30
17:30
17:45

18:30
19:30 

City sightseeing guided tour with the main places of interest and the bus exits. The tourists will get acquainted with the history of the Far 
East development and during the tour will see the admiralty anchor (king anchor), the largest seabed anchor in Russia; the only stone 
temple throughout the north of Khabarovsky Kray – St. Nicholas Temple (2002); will walk through the city park, a memorial area of the city 
and will get acquainted with the local monuments, which tell about the historical events of different periods of time. And, of course, there 
will be time to admire the stunning views of the Amur during the Svidery visit (ski base “Start”).
For Japanese tourists: the tour guide will tell about the historical relationship between Nikolaevsk and Japan in the middle of the XIX – 
early XX century. The diplomatic mission of Putyatin to Japan, the first Russian-Japanese treaty, the schooner Heda. They will find out 
about the head and activities of the Japanese consulate, which was destroyed in 1920 during the Civil war, will visit its site and can see the 
preserved sign of the Consulate.
The story of the Japanese diaspora: entrepreneurs of Shimada, Nagano, Kawaguchi and Japanese fishermen in Nikolaevsk.
Optional: the former Japanese cemetery (currently abandoned). On the territory of the Nikolaevsk region there was camp No. 21 of 
Japanese prisoners of war in 1945-1947. There were 5512 Japanese prisoners of war in the camp. The cemetery is located in two miles 
from the city outskirts, on the hill; a forest road leads to the cemetery, which you can pass only on foot.
For chinese tourists: the tour guide will tell about the historical relationship between Nikolaevsk and China in the middle of the XIX – early 
XX century. About the Chinese diaspora, the largest diaspora of foreign ones, about the Chinese village outside the city and about the 
Chinese entrepreneurs of the XIX-XX centuries. They will find out about the head and activities of the Chinese consulate (early XX century).
Sightseeing guided tour through the halls of the Local Lore Museum named after V. E. Rozov.
Visit the hall “illusion”, “modern” to view a short film about the history of Nikolaevsk (at the museum building).
The Cultural Center of Small-numbered Peoples of the North, with the interactive complex in the open air “Nivkhskaya usadba” visit. 
Workshop on fish skin (For children – «Traditional drawings on ancient stones»).
Transfer. Dinner.
Walk along the Central Square with a musical fountain. Leisure time.

day 2

09:00 Breakfast.
09:30 Travel to Chnyrrakh village (15 km, travel time: 25-30 minutes). Visit the Command post, Chnyrrahskaja Fortress, permanent fire positions. 

(Tourists need comfortable shoes).
13:00 Lunch.
14:00 Departure by bus to Innokentevka village (39 km, travel time: 55-60 minutes. For an extra fee tourists have the opportunity to get to the 

village through water on speed boats).
15:00 Guided tour on the fish-processing combine “Vostochnoye”.
16:00 Ethnical tour with immersion in the people’s culture and life, constituting the indigenous communities of these places – nivkhs. The event 

is accompanied by sports, dancing women, master class, fish splitting, and different dishes of national cuisine.
19:00 Return to the city.
20:00 Dinner. Leisure time.

day 3

07:00 Breakfast.
07:30 Vacate rooms. Group gathering. Transfer to the airport.
08:00 Flight check-in.
09:00 Departure from Nikolaevsk-on-Amur.
10:50 Arrival in Khabarovsk.

itinerary
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the cost includes: accommodation, three-time meals, transfer and bus services according to the itinerary, guide, guided tours and 
admission tickets.

“prestige tour” llc

680000, Khabarovsk, Karla Marksa Street, 118,  
Pushkina Street, 23a

8 (4212) 461-613, 252-434

 info@prtdv.ru

www.prtdv.ru 
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leGendary KomsomolsK – sovetsKaya Gavan
SEPTEMBER-MARCH  •  3 DAYS/2 NIGHTS

the cost includes: meals on the route 
(breakfast, lunch and dinner), living 
in the “Sovetskaya Gavan” hotel, 
accommodation: economy rooms of 4-10 
beds (bunk beds, shower in a room), 
excursion, transport service; medical 
insurance.

“ista” llc

681013, Komsomolsk-on-Amur, Lenin Prospekt, 19 

8 (4217) 546-171, 547-505, 540-794, 215-864

ista_2001@mail.ru, istakms@yandex.ru

www.istatour.ru

day 1

Meeting at the railway station. Breakfast. Guided tour to the exhibition hall (museum) of the aircraft plant 
KNAAZ named after Y. A. Gagarin “Sukhoi”. City sightseeing guided tour. Eternal flame and Memorial complex 
to the deceased in the Great Patriotic War (1941-1945). Walking tour along the central embankment. Bus tour 
through the main streets of the city. Lunch. The Palace of Child and Youth Creativity. «Back to the USSR» event. 
Guided tour to the Local Lore Museum. «Komsomol romance of the city builders». Guided tour to the Nanaian 
village “Verhnyaya Ekon” (Nanaian school visiting, workshop on birch bark weaving). Dinner. Departure from 
Komsomolsk-On-Amur by train No.351E.

day 2

Arrival in Vanino, transfer to Sovetskaya Gavan. Accomodation in the hotel. Breakfast. Heading to the eco-
tourism trail “Following Arsenyev”. Outdoor lunch. Entrance on the Krasny Partizan cape. Entrance on the Situan 
bay. Transfer to the hotel. Dinner. Leisure time. Stoll along the city streets. Rest.

day 3

Swimming pool visiting. Check-out from the hotel. Breakfast in the city cafe. Sightseeing guided tour to the Local 
Lore Museum named after N. K. Boshnyak. Guided tour to the memorial sites of Sovetskaya Gavan district. 
Lunch in the “Sushi vesla” taverna. Moving to a military pier Byaude. Visiting the separate auxiliary fleet warship 
of the Russian Federation Navy. Small town of Zavety Ilicha, Postovaya Bay, the isthmus between the Tatar strait 
and the Sovetskaya Gavan bay, Nevelskogo Street. Moving to Vanino. Dinner. Departure by train in Khabarovsk 
or Komsomolsk-on-Amur.

itinerary
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silver birds oF east rUssia

the cost includes: accommodation in the hostel, excursion 
and transport services, accompanying in Komsomolsk-
On-Amur, meals according to the itinerary.

“bmmt sputnik” llc

681000, Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Sevastopolskaya Street, 10

8 (4217) 550205, 550158, 590955, 8 (4212) 302575

sputnik-kms@yandex.ru www.sputnik-dv.ru

ALL YEAR  •  2 DAYS/1 NIGHT

itinerary
itinerary

day 1

06:30
06:30-08:00
08:00-09:00
09:00-12:00

12:00-13:00
13:00-15:00

19:00-20:00

Arrival to Komsomolsk-On-Amur, meeting with the guide.
Travel by public transport to the hostel, accommodation in staff rooms, rest.
Breakfast. 
City sightseeing guided tour with the aircraft plant named after Gagarin (children 
from 14 years are permitted) and “EXPO-CENTRE” visit.
Lunch.
Optional guided tour (included in the cost): Local Lore Museum, Art Museum, Zoo 
Centre “Python”.
Dinner. Return to the hostel. Optional, at extra fee, a performance in the theatre 
“KnAM” (travel by public transport).

day 2

09:00-14:00

14:00-15:00
19:00-20:00

21:00

Breakfast. Check-out from the hostel. Things remain in the staff room.
Guided tour to Amursk: visit to the Botanical garden, greenhouse complex (winter 
and spring) and Amur arboretum (summer and autumn).
Lunch. Optional, at extra fee, the rollerdrome visit.
Dinner.
Travel by public transport to the railway station. Departure to Khabarovsk by train 
“Yunost” No. 667.

cheGdomyn – the land oF blacK Gold
SEPTEMBER-MAY  • 2 DAYS/1 NIGHT

day 1

08:00
08:00-10:00
10:15-11:15 
12:00-13:00
13:30-14:30 

16:20 

Meeting with the accompanying staff at the Khabarovsk railway station.
Sightseeing city tour by bus with the guide.
Guided tour to the confectionary factory. Getting acquainted with the confectioner profession, tasting.
Visit to ZAO “Soya”. Getting acquainted with the organization and work details of the agricultural enterprises.
Lunch. Pedestrian tour to the railway station.
Departure to Chegdomyn by train No.663.

day 2

08:16
09:00-09:30
09:30-12:00
12:30-13:30
14:00-14:40
15:00-15:40
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:20-19:10 

19:40

Arrival in Chegdomyn, meeting with accompanying staff.
Breakfast.
Guided tour to the ore mining and processing technical school.
Guided tour to the processing plant “Chegdomyn”.
Lunch.
Guided tour to the “Bureinsky-2” section.
Business game “Employment”.
Sports games.
Guided tour to Novyy Urgal settlement.
Departure from Novyy Urgal to Khabarovsk by train No. 663.

“bmmt sputnik” llc

681000, Komsomolsk-On-Amur,  
Sevastopolskaya Street, 10

8 (4217) 550205, 550158, 590955, 

8 (4212) 302575

sputnik-kms@yandex.ru 

www.sputnik-dv.ru

Komsomolsk-on-amur

Komsomolsk-on-amur
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Gastronomic beer toUr

the cost includes: 
accommodation in the hotel, 
three-time meals, guide-
interpreter, transport services, 
excursions according to the 
itinerary.

“dobro pozhalovat” llc

680000, Khabarovsk, Kalinina Street, 94, of. 5

8 (4212)624361, info@dobrotur.ru 

www.dobrotur.ru

ALL YEAR  •  6 DAYS/5 NIGHTS
day 3

09:00
10:00
10:30

17:30
19:00
20:00

Breakfast in the “Ali” hotel (buffet service);
Transfer in Sikachi-Alyan: guests meeting sends-off in folklore style (concert), guided tour to the upper petroglyphs (by boats, on foot), 
presentation of a community and its activity, workshop on fish filleting, tala cooking, national cuisine tasting: (fish soup on fire, fish on fire 
– char-a-banc, tala, traditional Nanaian cereal starch drink «boda», cowberry fruit-drink);
Transfer to Khabarovsk;
Dinner at the “Prague” restaurant with tasting of live beer;
Return to the “Ali” hotel. Leisure time.

day 4

09:00
10:00
11:00
13:00
14:30
15:30
19:00
20:00

Breakfast in the “Ali” hotel (buffet service);
Travel to Knyaze-Volkonskoye village in a sports-shooting complex;
Shooting under the open sky with the instructor;
Lunch on the sports-shooting complex (beer, barbecue, cooking on the coals);
ransfer in Khabarovsk (Matveevka village);
Matveyevskaya Sloboda (Russian sauna);
Dinner, Russian cuisine, live beer in the “Matveyevskaya Sloboda”;
Return to the “Ali” hotel. Leisure time.

day 5

09:00
10:00
11:00

13:00
14:00
14:20
16:00
20:00

Breakfast in the “Ali” hotel (buffet service);
Transfer in Bychikha village in the cultural and tourist center “Russian village”;
“Russian village” sightseeing tour, master-class – matryoshka doll painting, workshop – okroshka cooking and its tasting. Lunch in the 
“Russian village” – okroshka, Ossetian pies tasting;
Herbal tea or cowberry fruit-drink tasting;
Transfer to Zaimka named after Plyunsin;
Zaimka sightseeing tour with visiting the latest Chinese Emperor Pu Yi’s places. Rolling on the Amur River by motor ship Captain Borzdov;
Gala dinner on the motor ship with beer, the entertainment program dedicated to beer party;
Return to the “Ali” hotel. Leisure time.

day 6

09:00
10:00
11:00

Breakfast in the “Ali” hotel (buffet service);
Check out from the “Ali” hotel;
Transfer to the Khabarovsk international airport. Guests send-off.

itinerary

day 1

08:00
09:00
10:30
13:30
14:00
15:00
17:00
19:00
20:30

Meeting at the international airport of Khabarovsk;
Breakfast in the “Lime” restaurant;
Guided tour to the “Baltika” Brewery;
Check in to the “Ali” hotel;
Lunch in the “Munich” pub with beer tasting (German cuisine);
Bowling in the “Bolshaya Medveditsa” entertainment center;
Guided tour to the “Oryzheiny Dvor”, Central market;
Dinner at the “Haras” restaurant (entertainment – kicker, darts, alcohol checkers);
Return to the “Ali” hotel. Leisure time.

day 2

09:00
10:00
12:00

13:00
14:00
18:00
19:00

Breakfast in the “Ali” hotel (buffet service);
Khabarovsk sightseeing tour (historical Khabarovsk);
Getting acquainted with and tasting wild herbs from “Forest products” (the lecture on 
the Far East flora, about the usefulness of wild herbs), berries, mushrooms, honey, and 
syrups from wild berries – in the restaurant “Russian”);
Lunch at the restaurant “Russian”. Acquaintance with Russian cuisine;
Pedestrian walk on ponds, Ussuriysky Boulevard;
Dinner at the “Ali” restaurant;
Return to the “Ali” hotel. Leisure time.

Khabarovsk

Khabarovsk

malishevo

sikachi-alyan

Knyaze-volkonskoye

Krasnorechenskoe
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honey toUr

the cost includes: accommodation, three meals, guide-interpreter, vehicles, 
guided tours according to the itinerary.

“dobro pozhalovat” llc

680000, Khabarovsk, Kalinina Street, 94, of. 5

8 (4212)624361, 

info@dobrotur.ru 

www.dobrotur.ru

JULY, AUGUST  •  3 DAYS/2 NIGHTS
day 1

18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:30

Tourists meeting at the airport;
Transfer to the “Boutique Hotel Khabarovsk City” hotel;
Check in to the “Boutique Hotel Khabarovsk City” hotel;
Dinner at the “Hong Kong” restaurant;
Return to the “Boutique Hotel Khabarovsk City” hotel. Leisure time.

day 2

08:00
09:00
10:00

12:00
13:00
14:00

15:30 

16:30
18:00
19:00

Breakfast in the “Boutique Hotel Khabarovsk City” (buffet service);
Transfer to the apiary in Kruglikovo village;
Acquainting conversation about beekeeping. Then tourists change clothes 
in a uniform, in which they are protected from bee bite. Demonstration 
of a honey-bee colony life in beehive. 
Acquaintance with beekeeping products (honey, comb honey). 
Herbal tea drinking from “Willow herb” with honey tasting. Honey purchase;
Transfer to Khabarovsk;
Dinner at the “Sapporo” restaurant;
Guided tour in the Museum named after N.I. Grodekov.
In the Museum exhibitions there are exhibits, dedicated to paleontology 
of the Amur region, the flora and fauna of the Far East, the fish of the Amur basin, 
the indigenous culture of the Amur region and the Slavs-immigrants, the history 
and development of the Far East of Russia, the events of the Civil war 
in the Far East in 1917-1922;
Pedestrian tour with a guide-interpreter: Cliff, monument to Muravyov-Amursky, 
promenade, Komsomolskaya Square.
Visiting “Ile de Beaute”, “Zoloto”, “Lotos” shops;
Dinner in the “Munich” pub, national German cuisine with all different kinds of beer (beer is not included in the dinner cost);
Return to the “Boutique Hotel Khabarovsk City” hotel (on foot). Leisure time.

day 3

09:00
10:00
10:30

Breakfast in the “Boutique Hotel Khabarovsk City” (buffet service);
Check out from the “Boutique Hotel Khabarovsk City” hotel;
Transfer to the Novyy airport of Khabarovsk. Guests sends-off.

itinerary

Khabarovsk
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military KhabarovsK

the price includes: 
three meals, guided 
tours according to 
the itinerary, group 
accompanying by the 
coordinator.

day 1

10:30 
11:00

13:00
14:30

17:00
18:30
19:30

Arrival in Khabarovsk. Meeting at the river-boat station. Accommodation in buses.
City sightseeing tour with the Khabarovsk Military-Historical Museum and the memorial complex 
“Eternal Flame” visit. A walk along the promenade with the Cliff visit. A walk through the City ponds.
Lunch. 
The Center of Patriotic Education of Children “Vzlet” visit. Activities in the center, master-class, Living 
History Museum, blacksmith shop, etc.
Dinner. 
Evening city guided tour.
Transfer to the hotel, accommodation, rest.

day 2

08:00
08:30
11:00
13:00
14:00
16:00

Breakfast.
Guided tour to the open-air Museum, aircraft and helicopters (on agreement) seeing.
Guided tour to the shooting range, guns shooting.
Lunch.
Shopping.
Transfer to the river-boat station, departure from Khabarovsk.

“solnechny mir” llc

680000 Khabarovsk, 
Volochaevskaya Street, 153, of. 1А

8 (4212) 323930, 210557

snwrld@mail.ru, www.swdv.info 

itinerary

type of tourism Educational, entertainment.

the intended target 
audience

All categories of travelers who come to The 
Khabarovsky Krai.

season Any time of year.

tour duration 2 days/1 night.

populated areas 
on the route

Khabarovsk.lenin str.

Zaparin  str.

Kim
-y

u-c
hen str.

tikhookeanskaya  str.

volochaevskaya str.
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day 1

07:00 
07:30 
08:00

13:00   
14:00
16:00  
17:30  
19:00  
19:30  
20:30

Arrival in Khabarovsk by train. Meeting at the railway station. Accommodation in buses.
Breakfast.   
City sightseeing tour, Khabarovsk Local History Museum visit with master-class. A walk along 
the promenade with the Cliff visit. A walk through the city ponds, taking pictures with fantastic 
heroes. Orthodox churches visit.  
Lunch. 
“Fish Museum” visit.
“3D paintings” Museum visit.
Shopping.
Dinner. 
Evening city guided tour.
Transfer to the hotel, accommodation.

day 2

08:00 
09:00

13:00
14:00

19:00  
20:00  

Breakfast. Rooms check-out.
Travel to Sikachi-Alyan village: Nanaian ethnic village (open-air Museum), acquaintance with 
the Nanaian rituals, workshop on making Nanaian food, Nanaian games, and shamanistic 
rituals.
Lunch.
Arrival in Sarapulskoye village, getting acquainted with the area, a walk to the bell tower, rare 
species of trees seeing. Guided tour to the Petroglyphs.
Dinner (Russian cuisine).
Sitting by the fire, national ceremonies and games. 

day 3

08:00
09:00

12:00
13:00
14:30
19:00  

Breakfast.
The fishing trip (depending on season and water level in the Amur River) or a walk by the 
river on the boat.
Lunch.
Departure to Khabarovsk. 
Arrival in Khabarovsk. A walk around the city. Leisure time.
Dinner. Transfer to the railway station, accommodation in the carriages, and departure by 
train at 21:00 in the city.

itineraryethnic KhabarovsK
MAY TO OCTOBER  •  3 DAYS/2 NIGHTS

the cost includes: three meals, 
guided touts according to the 
itinerary, accident insurance, 
group accompanying by the 
coordinator.

“solnechny mir” llc

680000, Khabarovsk, Volochaevskaya Street, 153, of. 1А

8 (4212) 323930, 210557

snwrld@mail.ru, www.swdv.info 

Khabarovsk
Khabarovsk

lenin str.

dinamo 
park

dzerjinsky str.

volochaevckaya str.

Frunze str.

malishevo
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day 1

08:00
10:00

13:00
14:00
16:30
18:30

Arrival in Khabarovsk. Group meeting. Breakfast in the city cafe. Transfer to the hotel, accommodation.
Khabarovsk sightseeing tour. Acquaintance with Khabarovsk - the promenade named after G. I. Nevelsky, land side area, Lenin Square, 
Komsomolskaya Square, Glory Square, Spaso-Preobrazhenskiy Cathedral, City ponds, complex Platinum arena, the bridge over the Amur 
river.
Lunch in the city cafe.
Guided tour to Khabarovsk Local History Museum named after N.I. Grodekov.
Guided tour to the Military Historical Museum of the Eastern military district.
Dinner in the city cafe. Transfer to the hotel.

day 2

09:00
10:00
13:00
14:00
18:30

Breakfast in the city cafe. Rooms check-out. 
Visit to the border outposts located on the Bolshoy Ussuriysky island territory of Khabarovsk district. 
Lunch in Bychikha village cafe.
Guided tour to Kazakevichevo village. 
Dinner in the city cafe.

day 3

07:00
09:00
12:00
13:00
14:00

16:00
18:30

Transfer to the Khabarovsk railway station, transfer by train to Komsomolsk-On-Amur.
Arrival to Komsomolsk-On-Amur. Meeting. Transfer to the hotel. Accommodation. Breakfast in the city cafe.
Komsomolsk-On-Amur sightseeing tour – the heroic pages of the Far East history in the heroism of First builders of the City of Youth.
«Back to the USSR» event in the Palace of Child and Youth Creativity 
Lunch.
Guided tour to the Local History Museum “Komsomol romance of the city builders”. Sightseeing tour through the halls of the Museum 
“Archaeology, Ethnography and Nature of the Amur region”, “City History”.
Leisure time. 
Dinner in the city cafe. Transfer to the hotel.

day 4

08:00

12:00
13:30
15:00

17:00
18:30
19:30

Breakfast in the hotel. Check-out.
Visiting the aircraft manufacturing plant KNAAZ named after Yu.A. Gagarin “Suhoi”: exhibition hall-museum, visiting the industrial site.
Moving to Verhnyaya Ekon village, lunch in the school canteen.
Trip to Nanaian village of Verhnyaya Ekon, where the natives carefully preserve the ethnic traditions. 
“Nanaian fairy tales” or “Nanaian games” - the performance prepared by the Nanaian children in the national costumes. Workshop on birch 
bark weaving. Stroll along the Amur River embankment, visiting Mount Shamanka.
Transfer to Komsomolsk-On-Amur.
Dinner in the city cafe.
Transfer to the railway station in Komsomolsk-On-Amur, departure to Khabarovsk by train.

itinerarythe Far eastern borders –  
KhabarovsK and KomsomolsK-on-amUr

APRIL – MAY, SEPTEMBER – NOVEMBER  •  4 DAYS/4 NIGHTS

the cost includes: hotel accommodation (2-3 bed rooms), meals 
according to the itinerary: 4 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners; 
transport and excursions according to the itinerary; admission 
tickets to all events, railway ticket/economy class/ Khabarovsk – 
Komsomolsk-On-Amur – Khabarovsk.

“seasons portal” llc

680021, Khabarovsk, Leningradskaja Street, 58

8 (4212) 775951, 389288

office@dvtravel.ru, www.dvtravel.ru 

Khabarovsk
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day 1 

Arrival at the “Bogbasu” checkpoint (the border of the Anyuy National Park). Start of the trip (recreation, fishing, 
seeing yew relict trees, observation of the game trails). Rafting, fishing on the Anyuy River. Arrival at the “Nilo” 
recreational center (30 km from Arsenyeva village up the river). Baths. Fisherman’s dinner.

day 2

Breakfast. Fishing for lenok, grayling and taimen. Lunch on the river (luxury meals). Baths. Dinner.

day 3

Breakfast. Departure from the “Nilo” recreational center. Coming home with intermediate stops for fishing 
and photo shooting. Arrival at the “Bogbasu” recreational center. Loading in motor transport. Returning to 
Khabarovsk.

the cost includes: accommodation at the 
camping site, baths, bed clothes, bath towels, 
bath brooms, arrangement of meals made from 
fish caught throughout the tour, hiking outfit 
(tables, hiking chairs, charabanc, comfortable 
cookhouse with mosquito net) for recreation 
throughout the trip along the river, guided tour 
to yew relict trees, motorboat with a conductor, 
guide, dishes for cooking and eating, security 
parking area at the “Bogbasu” recreational 
center.

“conservation places” llc

682350, s. Troitskoye, Novaya Street, 1, 
room 1

8-962-220-65-30

confident-dv@mail.ru

z-mesta.com

FishinG raFtinG in the anyUy 
national parK

type of tourism Fishing, adventure, eco-tourism.

the intended target audience
Men and women aged from 18, corporate customers, 
VIP customers, foreign residents.

season April – October.

tour duration Minimum 3 days/2 nights, maximum 10 days/9 nights.

populated areas on the route Khabarovsk; Mayak village, Arsenyeva village.

itinerary 

Khabarovsk

the anyuy 
national park

4746
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the cost includes:  transfer: Khabarovsk 
“Crow Stones” rocky park – Khabarovsk. 
Accommodation in the camp, three-
time meals daily, group equipment and 
individual safety system, protection 
from wild animals, instructors working 
on the routes, accident insurance, 
communication facilities, ecological and 
educational program.

“Far eastern active recreation  
and traveling center” llc

682380, Khabarovsk Territory, s. named after 
Polina Osipenko, Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32

kh.bm@bk.ru

kh-ban@yandex.ru 

“croW stones” rocKy parK
type of tourism Mountain, adventure, eco-tourism, trekking.

the intended target audience
Men and women aged from 18 to 60, corporate customers, children aged from 8 accompanied by the legal 
representatives.

season All the year round.

tour duration 2 days/1 night.

populated areas on the route Khabarovsk, Bychikha village.

itinerary 

day 1

09:00
09:30
11:30
12:30
13:00
18:00
20:00
21:00

Departure from Khabarovsk. Travel time – 30 minutes, distance – 35 km;
Heading to the route – 4 km.
Lunch by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Heading to the “Crow Stones” rocky park – 2 km;
Via Ferrata routes, ecological and educational program;
Lunch (brunch), travelling exotic kitchen;
Dinner by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Educational lectures by the fire on the flora and fauna of the Far Eastern taiga, guitar, animation 
elements.

day 2

09:00
10:00
18:00
19:00

Wake-up, breakfast;
Climbing the highest hill in Khabarovsk, mount Bolshoy Khekhtsir (950 m above sea level) 
Return to the city;
Arrival in Khabarovsk.

4948
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tiGer hoUse

type of tourism Hiking, adventure, eco-tourism.

the intended target 
audience

Ccategory 1: men and women aged from 18 to 60, corporate 
customers, category 2: boys and girls aged from 12 to 18.

season All the year round.

tour duration 3 days/2 nights.

populated areas 
on the route

Khabarovsk, Mukhen village of the Lazo municipal district of the 
Khabarovsky Kray.

day 1

08:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
19:00
21:00
22:00

Departure from Khabarovsk. Travel time – 5 hours, distance – 200 km;
Arrival at the base camp, accommodation in double and quadruple tents;
Lunch by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Safety training on the route; 
Heading to the Western group of the rocky park (special climbing equipment is provided);
Baths;
Dinner by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Educational lectures by the fire on the flora and fauna of the Far Eastern taiga, guitar, animation 
elements.

day 2

08:00
09:00
10:00
14:00
15:00
19:00
21:00
22:00

Wake-up;
Breakfast by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Heading to the Eastern group of the rocky park (special climbing equipment is provided);
Lunch on the rocks, mountaineering exotic kitchen;
Continuation of passing the Eastern group of the rocks;
Baths;
Dinner by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Educational lectures by the fire on mountain hiking and mountaineering in the Khabarovsky Kray, guitar, 
animation elements.

day 3

08:00
09:00
10:00
14:00
15:00
20:00

Wake-up;
Breakfast by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Climbing the highest pillar (special climbing equipment is provided);
Lunch by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Departure to Khabarovsk;
Arrival in Khabarovsk.

itinerary

Khabarovsk

tiger house

5150
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For the first time this place was described by Arsenyev V.K. in his book 
“Through taiga” who learnt about this place from the conversation with the 
Udegei man. This unique geological object represents seven granite pillars 
and many small ones. Tiger house pillars strike the imagination with their 
bizarre forms. These megaliths are as beautiful and large as the famous 
“Krasnoyarsk pillars” and they are the largest representatives of megalithic 
formations in the Khabarovsky Kray and Primorye.

During the tour and throughout the entire time the tourists spend on 
the road and on the route, our company’s instructors tell educational 
stories on our territory geology and on the history of mountains and rocks 
development in the Khabarovsky Kray. Workshops related to the mining 
technique and using the mountaineering equipment are conducted.

“Far eastern active recreation and traveling center” llc

682380, Khabarovsk Territory, s. named after Polina Osipenko,  
Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32

kh.bm@bk.ru

kh-ban@yandex.ru 

the cost includes: transfer from Khabarovsk to Khabarovsk. Accommodation 
in the camp, three-time meals daily, mountaineering equipment, doctor and 
instructors’ services, communication facilities including satellite phone.

type of tourism Caving, adventure, eco-tourism.

the intended target audience
Category 1: men and women aged from 18 to 60, corporate customers, category 2: boys and girls aged from 
12 to 18.

season All the year round.

tour duration 3 days/2 nights.

populated areas on the route Khabarovsk, Solontsovoye village of the Lazo municipal district of Khabarovsky Kray.
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KhabarovsKy Kray UnderWorld —  
cave FareWell (proshchalnaya)

cave complex 
«proshalnaya»



The MinisTry of culTure of The KhabarovsKy Krai

day 1

08:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
19:00
21:00
22:00

Departure from Khabarovsk. Travel time – 6 hours, distance – 290 km;
Arrival at the base camp, accommodation in double and quadruple tents;
Lunch by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Safety training in the cave;
Heading to the “Zubatka” cave (special caving equipment is provided);
Baths;
Dinner by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Educational lectures by the fire on caveology, guitar, animation elements.

day 2

08:00
09:00
10:00
14:00
15:00
19:00
21:00
22:00

Wake-up;
Breakfast by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Heading to the “Farewell (Proshchalnaya)” cave (special caving equipment is provided);
Lunch by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Continuing passing the “Farewell” cave;
Baths;
Dinner by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Educational lectures by the fire on caveology, guitar, animation elements.

day 2

08:00
09:00
10:00
14:00
15:00
20:00

Wake-up;
Breakfast by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Heading to the “Kangaroo” cave (special caving equipment is provided);
Lunch by the fire, travelling exotic kitchen;
Departure from Khabarovsk;
Arrival in Khabarovsk.

itinerary The “Farewell” (Proshchalnaya) cave is the largest cave in the Khabarovsky Kray. 
The cave is declared a monument of natural significance in Khabarovsk territory 
according to Government Resolution No. 23-pr of the Khabarovsky Kray dated 
March 28, 2005.

The total length of its passages is about 6 km. The cave is located near the 
“Chukensky” nature reserve and is made up of the complex of the unique 
geological, geomorphological, hydrological, flora and fauna objects. There are 
karst formations, unique in form and size, in the cave (stalactites, stalagmites,  
gur dams and dammings). Some of them have their own names.

During the tour and throughout the entire time the tourists spend on the road  
and on the route, our company’s instructors tell educational stories on our 
territory caveology and spelunking in Khabarovsky Kray. Workshops  
on caveology and using the caveology equipment are performed.

“Far eastern active recreation and traveling center” llc

682380, Khabarovsk Territory, s. named after Polina Osipenko,  
Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32

kh.bm@bk.ru

kh-ban@yandex.ru 

the cost includes: transfer from Khabarovsk to Khabarovsk. Accommodation in the camp, three-
time meals daily, caveology equipment, doctor and instructors’ services, communication facilities 
including satellite phone.
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alonG the amUr river toWards petroGlyphs
day 1 

Breakfast, departure on a yacht from the quay of the Yacht club (Khabarovsk). Voyage along the Amur River 
towards Sikachi-Alyan. Arrival in Sikachi-Alyan, cultural and educational program: trip to the upper petroglyphs, 
welcoming and sending-off the guests in folklore style (concert), the presentation of the community and its 
activities, the workshop on fish filleting, “tala” cooking (national Nanaian dish made from raw fish), ethnic 
foods tasting. 
Moving and arriving in Sarapulskoye village. Dormitory accommodation in the comfortable cottages with 
all modern conveniences. Dinner (Far Eastern cuisine), entertainment program, the workshop on making 
souvenirs “Sikachi-Alyan Petroglyph”. Russian baths.

day 2

Breakfast, fishing or voyage along the Amur River by holiday cruiser. Lunch. Departure to Khabarovsk. 
Guided tour “Khabarovsk at night” in Khabarovsk. Dinner. 

itinerary 

the cost includes: three-time meals daily; the tours included in the program, 
coordinator accompanying the group, yachting.

“solnechny mir” llc

680000 Khabarovsk, Volochayevskaya Street, 153, office 1А

8 (4212) 323930, 210557

snwrld@mail.ru

www.swdv.info 

type of tourism Cultural, water, ethnographic.

the intended target audience For all the categories of citizens of the Russian Federation and foreign citizens.

season May – October.

tour duration 2 days/1 night.

populated areas on the route Khabarovsk, Sikachi-Alyan village, Chelny (Sarapulskoye) village.

Khabarovsk

malishevo
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trophies oF the nimelen river itinerary 

the cost includes: taking the participants to Khabarovsk – P. Osipenko village – Khabarovsk 
by cars (from 12 to 16 hours on the way), the arrangement of three-time meals daily during 
the event (excluding the cooking services, cooking according to the approved menu), tour 
guide-instructors – 1 tour guide for 5 people, group registration in the Ministry of Emergency 
Situations of Russia, providing the common and expedition equipment (tents, campfire set, 
cooking systems, boats, etc.), arranging the baths, providing individual life-saving equipment 
(life jackets, false fire, etc.), first aid kit, satellite-link communication (in case of emergency), 
online satellite tracking system for the tracking of the group on the route, radio communication 
between floating crafts, accident insurance.

type of tourism Adventure, eco-tourism, fishing.

the intended target audience
Category 1: men and women aged from 18 to 70, 
corporate customers, category 2: teenagers aged from 
14 accompanied by the legal representative.

season May – October.

tour duration 8 days/7 nights.

populated areas on the route
Municipal district named after P. Osipenko of Khabarovsky 
Kray, P. Osipenko village, Khabarovsk, Komsomolsk-on-
Amur.

day 1 

day 2 

day 3-6

day 7

day 8

Meeting in Khabarovsk, transfer to P. Osipenko village, baths, overnight accommodation.

Preparing for rafting along the Nimelen River, voyage along the river, fishing (catching 
lenok, grayling, taimen), overnight accommodation.

The active part of the route, rafting.

Departure from P. Osipenko village on holiday cruisers. Baths, recreation, overnight 
accommodation in the hotel.

Departure to Khabarovsk.

“Far eastern active recreation and traveling center” llc

682380, Khabarovsk Territory, s. named after Polina Osipenko,  
Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32

kh.bm@bk.ru

kh-ban@yandex.ru village after polina osipenko
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the lost World
itinerary

type of tourism Adventure, eco-tourism, expeditionary, water, mountain, hiking.

the intended target 
audience

Category 1: men and women aged from 18 to 70, corporate 
customers, category 2: teenagers aged from 14 accompanied 
by the legal representative.

season June – September.

tour duration 12 days/11 nights.

populated areas 
on the route

Verkhne-Bureinskiy, Polina Osipenko municipal districts 
of Khabarovsky Kray, Khabarovsk, Komsomolsk-on-Amur, 
Briakan village,  Shakhtinsky village, Chegdomyn village.

day 1 

day 2

day 3 

day 4

day 5  

day 6-11 

day 12 

Moving from Khabarovsk to Briakan village with overnight accommodation.

Departure by helicopter to the mouth of the Kuraigagna River, unloading 
the rafting and main equipment, flight to Medvezhye Lake to the start point 
of the route.

Heading from Medvezhye Lake through the waterfall to the Kuraigagna 
River.

Walking route to the rafting start point.

Arrival at the place with boats, catamarans, taiga baths, recreation.

Rafting down the Left (Levaya) Bureya River visiting the hunter’s lodge.

Arrival in Shakhtinsk, moving to Chegdomyn, departure to Khabarovsk by 
the evening train.

Khabarovsk

briakanmedvejhe 
lake

shakhtersky

chegdomin
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the cost includes: hiring the helicopter to the 
Briakan – Dusse-Alin mountains, organizing 
the transportation from Khabarovsk to 
Briakan village, first aid kit, three-time 
meals daily (cooking with tourists), satellite 
communication (in case of emergency), 
taiga baths, providing the basic and main 
equipment (tents, boats, campfire equipment, 
etc.), qualified instructors, payment for the 
reserve services, protection from the wild 
animals, accommodation in Briakan on the 
day of arrival, obtaining a permit for visiting 
the reserve, registration of the group in the 
Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia, 
accident insurance, meeting of the route 
in Shakhtinsky, train tickets to Khabarovsk 
(economy class).



“The Lost World” route starts in one of the most beautiful and wild parts of the Far East among the rocks of the Dusse-
Alin mountain range. Those who would like to see the most incredible beauties of Khabarovsky Kray and raft down a 
picturesque mountain river, will admire this route. The route is combined, after preparing the equipment for rafting 
the helicopter discharges those, who desire to visit unbelievable beauties on the shore of Medvezhye Lake – “The Pearl 
of the Mountains”, where the 25 km walking route starts. On its way the group will visit a huge waterfall “Unexpected 
(Neozhidanniy)”, see the canyons, cliffs and smaller waterfalls. 

shantar islands
type of tourism Adventure, eco-tourism, expeditionary.

the intended target 
audience

Category 1: men and women aged from 
18 to 70, corporate customers, category 2: 
teenagers aged from 14 accompanied by the 
legal representative.

season July – September.

tour duration
VIP, standard – 8 days/ 7 nights; economy –  
12 days/11 nights.

populated areas 
on the route

Tuguro-Chumikansky and Polina Osipenko 
municipal districts of Khabarovsky Kray, 
Briakan village, Khabarovsk, Komsomolsk-
on-Amur, “Albazino” gold mining area.

“Far eastern active recreation and traveling center” llc

682380, Khabarovsk Territory, s. named after Polina Osipenko, Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32, kh.bm@bk.ru,  kh-ban@yandex.ru 

The walking part of the route takes three days. 
When the group arrives at the rafting start 
point after visiting taiga baths and having a 
rest, the rafting starts. During the six days of 
the tour, you may be lucky to see a bear, a Far 
Eastern red deer, an elk, a roe deer or a musk 
deer. The first minutes of the rafting make you 
treat respectfully the Bureya River – proud 
and unpredictable but very beautiful, that is 
how the Evenkis characterize the Bureya River. 
Magnificent landscapes, exotic nature, bright 
emotions and unforgettable adventures – that is 
what awaits the participants of this interesting 
route.

Khabarovsk

briakan

briakan

nikolay gulf

ongachan bay
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day 1

Meeting at 7-8 a.m. Visiting the grocery store to buy food for 
the trip. Moving from Khabarovsk to Briakan by helicopter 
(2.5 hours). Upon arrival, if the weather is good, the group 
goes to Shantar Islands by helicopter. If the meteorological 
conditions are unpleasant, the group stays in the settlement 
until the weather becomes suitable for flying. The flight to 
the Shantar Archipelago will take about 1.5 hours. Rest on 
the site.

day 2-7

Dining. Recreation. Trips to Shantar Islands and the shore 
of the Sea of Okhotsk (visiting Big Shantar Island, Feklistov 
Island, Raduzhny Cape, “Arch Rock” natural monument, etc.)

day 8

If the weather conditions are good, the group goes to Briakan 
by helicopter (1.5 hours). Refueling. Moving to Khabarovsk 
(2.5 hours).

day 1

Meeting at 7-8 a.m. Visiting the grocery store to buy food for the trip. Moving 
from Khabarovsk to Komsomolsk-On-Amur (about 5 hours on the way). Lunch 
at the roadside cafe. Heading to Briakan, about 9 hours. Arrival. Overnight 
accommodation in the house trailer equipped with sleepers.

day 2

In the morning, if the weather is fine, the group goes to Shantar Islands by 
helicopter. If the weather is bad, the group stays in the village until the weather 
becomes suitable for flying. The flight to the Shantar Archipelago will take 
about 1.5 hours. Recreation on the site.

day 3-7

Dining. Recreation. Trips to Shantar Islands and the shore of the Sea of 
Okhotsk (visiting Big Shantar Island, Feklistov Island, Raduzhny Cape, “Arch 
Rock” natural monument, etc.)

day 8

 If the weather conditions are good, the group goes to Briakan by helicopter 
(1.5 hours). Going to Khabarovsk by bus (the trip will take 14-16 hours).

itinerary “vip“ itinerary “standard“
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The route to Shantar Islands will give you a chance to appreciate wildlife wealth with its incredible 
vibes. The Shantar Archipelago and the shore of the Sea of Okhots is a paradise for fishermen and 
photographers – whales, killer whales, seals, bears and other inhabitants of these areas are not afraid 
of humans. Tourists will not only have the opportunity to catch the fish and cook fresh national dishes 
from it, but also taste the salads from local plants, flavor any dish with local spices. A large number of 
waterfalls breaking into the sea, high waters and sea channels furious streams, the visit to Raduzhny 
Cape will be one of the most interesting parts of the trip. The marine boats will be used for travelling 
during the route. Shantar Islands represent a truly different world with its own rules!
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maya river

“Far eastern active recreation and traveling center” llc

682380, Khabarovsk Territory, s. named after Polina Osipenko, Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 8-914-200-72-32, kh.bm@bk.ru,  kh-ban@yandex.ru 

“Far eastern active 
recreation and traveling 
center” llc

682380, Khabarovsk 
Territory, s. named  
after Polina Osipenko,  
Nekrasova Street, 30, apt. 2

8-914-200-92-32, 

8-914-200-72-32, 

kh.bm@bk.ru 

kh-ban@yandex.ru 

itinerary “economy“

day 1

day 2

day 3

day 4

day 5

day 6

day 7

day 8

day 9

day 10

day 11

day 12

Jeep trophy to the shore of the Sea of Okhotsk (from 18 to 24 hours on the 
way). Lunch in Komsomolsk-On-Amur, dinner on the road (or upon arrival 
on the seashore, depending on the stream crossing);

Arrival at the seashore, recreation, acclimatization, baths;

Passing the Gulf of Nicholas – Wrangel Bay;

Moving to Ongachan Bay;

Moving to Big Shantar Island. Visiting meteorological station;

Day’s rest, fishing, visiting the Big Anaur River;

Moving to Feklistov Island, visiting the “Arch Rock” natural monument, gem 
jade exits;

Day’s rest on the Feklistov Island;

Coming back, visiting Raduzhny Cape, Ptichiy Island, returning to the base 
camp;

Moving to Ongachan Bay along the mainland, Little Shantar Island, Belyachiy 
Island, moving to Wrangel Bay;

Moving to the Gulf of Nicholas;

Going to Khabarovsk.

the cost includes: the transportation: Khabarovsk – the Sea of Okhotsk – Khabarovsk by cars, the arrangement of three meals daily during the event 
(excluding the cooking services, cooking according to the approved menu), tour guide-instructors – 1 tour guide for 5 people, obtaining a permit for 
visiting the national park, group registration in the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia, providing the main marine and expeditionary equipment 
(tents, campfire set, cooking systems, boats, etc.), arranging the baths during the trip (portable baths, national park baths), providing individual 
life-saving equipment (life jackets, false fire, etc.), generator for camp lighting and charging photo and video equipment, first aid kit, satellite-link 
communication (in case of emergency), online satellite tracking system for the tracking of the group on the route, radio communication between 
floating crafts, accident insurance.

the cost includes: first aid kit basic set, three-time meals daily, cooking services, transfer to the 
Maya River and back by helicopter, transfer Khabarovsk – Briakan – Khabarovsk by bus, satellite-link 
communication (in case of emergency), providing basic and main equipment, qualified instructors, 
protection from wild animals, providing individual life-saving equipment (life jacket, hauling wire).

type of tourism Adventure, fishing, eco-tourism.

the intended target audience No age limits. Children accompanied by the legal representatives.

season May – October.

tour duration 7 days/6 nights.

populated areas on the route Khabarovsk, Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Briakan village.

Khabarovsk

maya river

briakan
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in the Footsteps oF the tiGeritinerary

day 1

day 2

day 3-5

day 6

day 7

Meeting of participants, going to the helicopter landing deck heading to  Briakan.

The flight to the Maya River (Tuguro-Chumikansky municipal district). Accommodation 
in the camp, starting fishing.

Active part of the tour, sightseeing, fishing, recreation.

The flight to Briakan.

Moving to Khabarovsk by bus, completion of the route.

type of tourism Eco-tourism, cultural and educational.

the intended target audience
For all the categories of citizens of the Russian 
Federation and foreign citizens.

season August – March.

tour duration 8 days/7 nights.

populated areas on the route
Khabarovsk, Lazo municipal district, Durminsky rural 
settlement, Durmin village.

Khabarovsk

durmin

Gvasuygi

bichevaya
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If your soul needs some romance and fascinating journey, the beautiful Maya 
River will be the best choice among the large number of the Far Eastern rivers. 
Glorified by Grigory Fedoseev, a writer-geodesist, in his novel “Death will wait 
for me”, the Maya River discharges from the upper reaches of the Stanovoi 
Range winding among the canyons and hollow-ways. 

Unlike its older sister, the calm and swampy Uda River, the Maya River is very 
fast and attractive for rafting. There are a lot of shivers and large discharges 
with standing waves in the upper reaches that add some adrenaline. 
Waterfalls chute from the hollow-ways, and there is the ice in the deep narrow 
valleys until midsummer. 

Unlike the Uda River where keta shoals heading for the spawning, the Maya 
River is not spawning and does not represent any interest for local poachers. 
Taking into consideration its inaccessibility, remoteness from the settlements, 
the Maya River preserved its primevalness and is almost never visited by 
people. Only in the lower area of the river, there are some hunter huts. There 
you can see such wild animals as bears, deer or elks.

The fishing on the river is excellent. Lenok and taimen represent high interest 
for fishermen.
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day 1

Meeting at the Khabarovsk international airport. Transfer and accommodation in the “Intourist” hotel. Sightseeing walking tour in the central 
historical part of the city.

day 2

Transfer to the “Durminsky” hunting establishment. Lunch at the site of the “Durminsky” hunting establishment. Accommodation. Visiting the visitor 
center of the “Durminsky” hunting establishment: getting acquainted with the habits and the way of living of the Amur tiger, with the ecological 
protection program, safety training during the tour. Observation of the nearest tiger tracks showing the trail cameras. True Russian baths.

day 3-4

Tour around the hunting establishment territory stopping near the fresh tiger traces, tracking the tiger with a guide, installation the trail cameras on 
the tiger traces and in the marked places. Evening trip around the territory of the hunting establishment with the opportunity to see its inhabitants: 
the Far Eastern red deer, roe deer, wild boars, small mammals.

day 5

Trip to Gvasugi village: getting acquainted with the Udegei way of life, with their traditions and the attitude to tigers, visiting the museum of Udegei 
culture, the performance of ethnic groups. Daily trip around the territory of the hunting establishment tracking the tigers.  

day 6

A full day tour to the “Cliff (Utes)” Wildlife rehabilitation center with lunch included: meeting with the center’s staff, visiting the rehabilitation center, 
lecture on the activities of the center. Daily tour around the territory of the hunting establishment tracking the tigers. Night picnic by the fire in the 
taiga. Visiting the baths

day 7-8

Breakfast. Transfer to the “Intourist” hotel. Leisure time.

itinerary

the cost includes: accommodation in the 
hunter’s lodges on the site, baths, three-
time meals daily, transport services, guides, 
video- and photography with the use of trail 
cameras.

tour operator “spartak – tour” llc, 

680000, Khabarovsk, Dikopoltseva 
Street, 19 off. 3, 

8 (4212) 28 99 56, 

spartak-tour@mail.ru, 

www.russiatigertracking.com

“durminsky Forest hunting 
reserve” llc, 

Batalov Alexander Sergeevich 
(director of the forest hunting 
reserve), 

+7 (914) 428 66 39
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The Far Eastern taiga is rich with its unique flora and fauna resources.  
Among the representatives of the fauna, the black bear and, of course, the Amur tiger 
listed in the Red Book occupy a special place. The route to the territory of “Durminsky 
Forest Hunting Reserve” LLC will give you the opportunity to enrich your knowledge 
about the Amur tiger: you will take part in the conversation about the habits and the 
way of life of the Amur tiger in the visitor center, and you will get acquainted with its 
protection ecological program. After having refreshed your knowledge, strike out boldly 
to the tiger traces passing which you will be able to feel an incredible adrenaline rush, 
as the hiking trip takes place in the wild virgin conditions that were created by nature 
itself. Do not be surprised if you see fresh traces not looking like human on your way back 
moving through the previously passed paths. These traces can belong to either hoofed 
inhabitants of the Far Eastern nature, particularly to the Far Eastern red deer, roe deer, 
wild boars, or to the bigger wild animals – bears or tigers. Highly experienced jaegers  
are in charge of the safety on the route.
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Family courtyard of the community of indigenous peoples,  
located in the ancient Nanay village of Sikachi Alan.

relatives’ camp

contacts:

+7 (914) 404-40-58

Khabarovsk District of The Khabarovsky Krai, Sikachi-Alyan village

uelena72@mail.ru

Gastronomic toUrs

To learn about the culture, traditions, peculiarities 
of the Nanais, to see unique petroglyphs, petroglyphs 
possessing mystical power and being the world-famous 
archeological monument of Petroglyphs of Sikachi-Alyan 
that are 14 thousand years old can be seen just for one 
day if you visit “Relatives’ Camp”.

Carrying out its daily traditional activities (fishing, 
fish processing, hunting, gathering of wild plants, arts 
and crafts), on weekends, “Relatives’ Camp” gladly hosts 
guests from Khabarovsk and other Russian cities, as 
well as foreign countries

In the Nanaian community you will be met by the 
masters in the national dress, you will spend the rite of 

purification, and only after that you will be able to enter 
the Nanaian house.

In addition, you will get the opportunity to hold a 
photo session in traditional Nanaian costumes.

It will be held for you: 
• excursion to the upper petroglyphs; 
• a master class on cutting fish, cooking tala and 

tasting dishes of national cuisine: ukha (fish soup) at 
the stake (wild meat soup by prior arrangement), fish 
at the stake, tala (traditional Nanaian dish of raw fish 
with spices and sauce), season season – red caviar 
(pike if available), traditional Nanaian cereal jelly 
“Buda”.

7372
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Located in an ecologically clean area and close to 
the city of Khabarovsk (25 km from the city center), the 
complex uniquely combines the quiet secluded romance 
of a country holiday, and the excitement of a modern 
amusement park.

Fresh, air-saturated air and pure artesian 
water, the proximity of the Amur Channel and the 
Bolshekhekhtsirsky Reserve will allow everyone to enjoy 
their stay here.

Five restaurants and cafes: Uzbek, Armenian, 
Chinese restaurants and, of course, two main restaurants 
with European and Far Eastern cuisine “Riviera” and “Na 
Zaimka” will satisfy any tastes of connoisseurs of the 
cuisine with pleasure.

The highlight of the tourist complex is gastronomic 
tours. Regularly conducted: culinary master classes with 

tasting (cooking shish kebab, Far Eastern ukha (fish 
soup) from different varieties of fish, modeling traditional 
Russian vareniki, cooking pancakes, cheesecakes, etc.); 
themed events - traditional Russian tea drinking with 
songs and round dance, costumed holidays with tasting 
of national cuisine, picnics with fishing and cooking fish 
at the stake.

There is everything for a decent stay and 
unforgettable relaxation with family and friends on the 
territory of the complex: a hotel complex (five hotels 
for 600 people), convenient car parks, walking alleys, 
a beach, a universal sports complex, rental of sports 
equipment from bicycles and rollers to quad bikes. In 
summer, riverboat trips on the ship “Izumrud” are in 
great demand, in the winter - ice rink, tubing and ski 
slopes. 

You will get an unforgettable experience in the largest  
in the Far East Tourist Complex “Riviera Park on Zaimka”

toUrist complex “riviera parK on ZaimKa“

contacts:

+7 (4212) 91-77-77, 91-11-22

Khabarovsk District of The Khabarovsky Krai, Krasnorechenskoe village, 5, Imperatorskaya Street 

www.zaimka.khv.ru
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Equestrian sports complex “Aragon” is located in 
the city. You can spend the whole day with pleasure here: 
to get riding lessons, watch carp in the pond, deers and 
camels, which you can feed on your hand, work out in the 
sports complex.

You can taste dishes cooked according to original 
recipes from organic products in the restaurant 
“Cowboy”, and the mood will be given by the music in 
the style of “Country”. There is also a master class for 
cooking dishes from ostrich meat and Far Eastern fish 
(lenok, whitefish).

You will be pleased to participate in events that take 
place on the territory of the complex: “International 
Family Day” (May), balls with thematic cuisine: “Officers” 
and “Cadet” (February), “Spring Ball of Flowers” (April),  

“Pushkin” (June), “Silver Ball” for people of venerable 
age, and the retro ball “Golden Gramophone” (October), 
Disco of the 80’s “Around the World” (November), 
Masquerade Ball (December) ).

the Far eastern Gourmet set 
of the cowboy restaurant:
specialties Assorted grilled “Cowboy” 
(for 5 people) Price - 5500 RUB.
• Ribs of a young calf “Kalbi”;
• lamb in a frying pan with potatoes;
• marbled beef with vegetables;
• pork in barbecue sauce with vegetables;
• roast pork with potatoes.
All dishes are cooked on open fire. The cost of the 

set is 3 680 RUB.

One of the most popular holiday destinations  
in Khabarovsk Territory

eqUestrian sports complex “araGon”

contacts:

+7 (4212) 49-30-76

Khabarovsk, 100, Krasnodarskaya Street, 

kowboy27@mail.ru,  www.cowboy-town.ru
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In Manoma Estate you will be met by the Nanai 
family in national costumes and invited to the 
Gastronomic Corner in which you can see: red caviar, 
tala, lemongrass, fern stew, salted fish, cured, smoked, 
fish sharan. You will be shown the process of cooking tala 
from cutting fish to its full readiness. Also here you will 
see how the steak is made from taimen on the river bank 
and then you taste it.

On the apiary you will be given a master class on 
working with bees, you will take a walk in the forest for 
herbs and wild roses for tea, and afterward, you will take 

part in preparing taiga tea and enjoy this magical drink 
with honey. Tasting medovukha (Russian traditional low 
alcohol drink prepared from honey) of own preparation 
will not leave anyone indifferent.

For choice for lunch or dinner: chopped cutlets 
from chum, peeled, chopped, chopped from fish, 
potatoes in a rustic way, baked in their own juice, 
lamb, pork shoulder or leg, lenok baked in leaves of 
wild garlic, roast with lennac, fried grayling, baked 
homemade goose, shurpa from wild meat, cutlets from 
wild meat, meat with fern.

Here you can participate in fishing, and then cook the ukha  
(Russian fish soup) from the caught fish according to the Nanai recipe

manoma estate

contacts:

+7 (914) 772-49-64 

Nanaisky District of The Khabarovsky Krai, Nizhniay Manoma village 

www.manoma-dv.ru

“I saw dozens of cities and countries, everywhere I was led by the hand to the best places, I thought I had seen everything in my 
life, but it turned out that in parallel with my world there is another surprising world, he shocked me, and I am very much grateful 
that you showed it to me“.

Don Smith (American) on Manoma Estate
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Here you can taste the ripe honey, kiprejnyj 
tea and taiga drinks from various forest berries, 
mushrooms and fern of own preparation, to come 
in contact with traditions and customs of Slavic 
cuisine, and also to rest alone from a city vanity, 
feeling itself a part of the nature.

Acquaintance with traditions takes place in the 
framework of the ritual show, which is conducted 
by the owners dressed in traditional Slavic clothes 
with the hostess. At parting, you will certainly want 
together with the hosts to perform a traditional 
song with the wish of good, love and prosperity.

Slavic holidays are celebrated at the “White 
Dacha”, anyone can be a guest of that. Seminars 
on the study of the Far Eastern medicinal herbs, 

roots, forest plants, methods of their harvesting 
and storage are conducted. Master classes 
to prepare traditional Russian dishes, tasting 
mature honey and a native Russian drink - Ivan-
tea, fermented according to an old recipe are 
organized.

by prior arrangement, the following can be 
offered:

• Nourishing snacks (pies and pancakes with 
different fillings);

• light snacks (red salted fish, cheese, meat 
sliced);

• sweet snacks (pastries, jam, honey, nuts);
• Fresh snacks (fruit and berries, fresh or 

dried).

“White Dacha”  
is a place where all tastes of the taiga unite.

“White dacha” eco base

contacts:

+7 (914) 428-88-30

Lazo District of The Khabarovsky Krai, Kruglikovo village, 4, Vesenniaya Street 

dacha_belaya@mail.ru

8180
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Find out who is a confectioner and how 
amazing cakes are born, and even to participate 
in decorating a cake, you can go on a tour of the 
confectionery factory “Khabarovskaya”. 

Our factory is one of the oldest enterprises 
of the city for the production of confectionery 
products.

During the tour you will get acquainted with 
the representatives of one of the most “sweet” 
professions, learn about the process of cake 
production and use of the best practices of 
domestic and foreign confectionery production, 
and also today the assortment of the company 

includes more than 70 titles of cakes, 35 names of 
cakes, 8 kinds of rolls, 7 names of other products. 
Every year, we make consumers happy with new 
products.

Here, the children will be given a master 
class on cake decoration, tasting freshly prepared 
confectionery products and will tell about the 
history of creams.

And the most interesting is a gift to parents! 
Children will present to the relatives the 
confectionery flowers made by own hands with 
pleasure.

Here your childhood dreams come true!

conFectionery Factory “KhabarovsKaya“

contacts:

+7 (4212) 56-14-13 

Khabarovsk, 148, 60-litiya Oktiabria Prospect

www. кф-хабаровская.рф

Gastronomic excUrsions
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How to make the most delicious dessert 
and when it was invented you will learn during an 
excursion to the production and trading company 
“Zaitsa” of the GC “Three Desires”.

In special clothes you, as a true master 
magician, will enter the sterile zone and walk 
around the shops: auxiliary (for the production of 
baked goods and confectionery), ice cream, ice 
milling and packing.

You will be told about the origin of the 
remarkable delicacy, about changing its 
composition in a historical retrospective.

And of course, everyone will enjoy the tasting 
of three types of fresh ice cream made at the 
enterprise.

You will receive souvenirs from the company 
when leaving.

Here you can see how to create  
a favorite treat – ice cream!

ice cream prodUction company “Zaitsa”

contacts:

+7 (4212) 45-80-90

Khabarovsk, Kirova Street, Building О 

isp_d@zaicarf.ru
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We have been operating in the Far Eastern 
market for more than 10 years. And every year 
more than one and a half thousand tourists visit our 
factory.

To visit the museum of the history of brewing 
unique in the Far East, you can get amazing 
information about your favorite drink, see how and 
from what beer is brewed, and anyone who has 
reached the age of 18 can learn the culture of its 
consumption. To do this, you only need to gather 

a group of like-minded people from 10 people and 
sign up for a tour by phone or on the site www.
baltika.ru. 

Excursion groups in the Baltika Breweries 
Baltika-Khabarovsk subsidiary are waiting during 
business hours on weekdays at any time convenient 
for guests.

In addition to the excursion, you can order a 
master class for professional tasting. 

Here you can learn amazing facts 
from the history of brewing

baltiKa breWeries 
baltiKa-KhabarovsK sUbsidiary

contacts:

+7 (4212) 41-15-52

Khabarovsk, 142, Voronezhskoe Shosse

info@hbr.baltika.ru, koma-rova_nv@baltika.com
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The festival-contest is held annually in 
February-March for 11 years. Since 2007, the 
Festival is considered international. In different 
years it was attended by teams from Japan, 
the Republic of Korea, New Zealand, the PRC, 
Uzbekistan.

In the program of the festival: contests with the 
nominations “The fastest hole drilling in ice”, “The 
first caught fish”, “The biggest and smallest fish”, 
“The largest catch”, “The diversified catch”, “The 
fastest and tasty fish dish” .

The main dish of the festival is the ukha 
(Russian fish soup). In addition, here you will be 

given hot tea with fresh pastries and fed with soldier 
buckwheat porridge.

Sports excitement and a good mood from 
participating in a variety of sports and creative 
competitions will not allow you to feel the Far East 
frost on the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk.

Following the results of the All-Russian 
competition within the framework of the II All-
Russian open event tourism fair “Russian Open 
Event Expo 2013” (Moscow), the festival took the 
2nd place in the nomination “Innovative event 
projects”.

(Sovetsko-Gavansky Municipal District of The Khabarovsky Krai)

Festival-competition oF ice FishinG
“silver smelt”

contacts:

+7 (42138) 4-67-96

lukasvg55@mail.ru

Gastronomic Festivals 
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The holiday is held annually in June-July.
In the program of the event: a theatrical 

presentation about the development of the pioneers 
of the territory, today called Sovetskaya-Gavan; 
concert program of national teams; preparation of 
the ukha (fish soup) from pink salmon; competition 
of dishes of traditional national cuisine of the 
peoples of the north; fair of products of national 
crafts. 

According to the results of the regional 
stage of the National Award in the field of event 
tourism “Russian Event Awards” (18-20.09.2015, 
Vladivostok), the holiday took the third place in the 
nomination “The Best Event in Popularization of 
Folk Traditions and Crafts”.

(Sovetsko-Gavansky Municipal District of The Khabarovsky Krai)

national FolKlore and ceremonial Feast
oF indiGenoUs peoples oF the north
“holiday oF the First pinK salmon“

contacts:

+7 (42138) 4-67-96

lukasvg55@mail.ru

9190
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The festival is held annually in August for 20 
years. The program of the festival includes various 
contests of national cuisine, dwellings, costumes, 
concert programs (works of folklore of indigenous 
minorities of the North of all genres: dances, songs, 
tales, legends, legends, rituals, folk dramatized 
performances, etc.) arts and crafts, as well as 
sports competitions (throwing weights, long pole 
vaulting, tug-of-war).

Following the results of the All-Russian 
competition within the framework of the III All-
Russian open event tourism fair “Russian Open 
Event Expo 2014” (Moscow), the Festival was 
awarded a special diploma “For an innovative 
approach to the development of event tourism.”

(Amursky Municipal District of The Khabarovsky Krai)

Festival oF creativity 
oF the indiGenoUs peoples oF the north 

“storK over the amUr“

contacts:

+7 (42142) 2-49-15

L84214224915@yandex.ru
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The festival is held annually in August for 5 
years. In the program of the festival: the fair of 
agricultural products produced in Vyazemsky 
municipal district (vegetables, fruits, berries, jams, 
pickles, homemade preparations from meat and 
dairy products); various gastronomic competitions 
(for the most original jam, the best dish from 
ordinary vegetables, the most creative ornament 

of a pumpkin and others), a large concert program, 
creative competitions in various age categories.

Based on the results of the regional stage 
of the National Award in the field of event 
tourism “Russian Event Awards” (18-20.09.2015, 
Vladivostok), the Festival of Jam took the third place 
in the nomination “The best project in the field of 
culture”.

(Vyazemsky Municipal District of The Khabarovsky Krai)

Jam Festival

contacts:

+7 (42153) 3-42-67 

shabashtv@mail.ru
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“Fish-AMUR-Fest” is a fish festival in 
the Khabarovsk Territory aimed at developing 
gastronomic tourism, preserving cultural and 
culinary traditions, creating an attractive image of 
the urban district “Komsomolsk-on-Amur”, as a 
favorable territory for tourism development.

For the first time the festival “Fish-AMUR-
Fest” was held in 2015 on the territory of the 
Selinsky Park in Komsomolsk-on-Amur.

The festival is held in honor of the brave and 
bold son of the Nanaian people Azmun, the patron 
saint of fishermen.

Especially for the participants of the festival, 
the ukha (fish soup) is prepared according to the old 
Russian recipe is in the 150-liter tank at the stake.

Within the framework of the Festival there 
are fairs of fish products, fishing tackle, domestic 
preparations from fish, performances of creative 
teams, master classes of folk crafts, preparation 
of an exhibition-sale with tasting of fish dishes 
presented by catering organizations. 

Fisheries enterprises, national communities, 
as well as folklore and creative groups take part in 
the Festival.

(Komsomolsk-on-Amur)

Fish Festival ”Fish-АМУР-Fest”

contacts:

+7 (4217) 51-55-51

+7 (914) 184-02-25

ilmira_kms@mail.ru
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llc “dalfitness“, 
680000, Khabarovsk, turgeneva street, 46, office 502

phone: 8 (4212) 410104, 670707, e-mail: svetatur2011@bk.ru, www.zaimka.khv.ru

llc “dalfitness“, 
680000, Khabarovsk, turgeneva street, 46, office 502

phone: 8 (4212) 410104, 670707, e-mail: svetatur2011@bk.ru, www.zaimka.khv.ru

Far eastern 
picnic

love in the riviera

all-inclUsive l 

rUssian samovar

extreme s Water extreme romantic WeeKend extreme m

Evening cruise along the Ussuri 
River on board of the motor 

vessel “Izumrud“ on the route of 
TC “Zaimka“ – river terminal in 
Khabarovsk: dinner with tasting 

of dishes of national cuisine, 
entertainment and music program.

Duration: 5 hours.
Seasonality: May – September.
Types of transport: bus, motor 

vessel.

Offer for two. Accommodation in 
“Riviera“ hotel on the territory of 
the TC “Riviera Park on Zaimka“, 

visit to the water-recreational 
complex, rent of the sports 

equipment. 
Duration: 2 days / 1 night.

Seasonality: all year round.
Type of transport: bus.

Rest, the visit to the water-
recreational complex on the 

territory of the TC “Riviera Park 
on Zaimka”.

Duration: 3 days / 2 nights.
Seasonality: all year round.

Type of transport: bus.

Gastronomic tour with tasting 
of Russian cuisine dishes, 

master class on vareniki with 
strawberries, cherries and 

cottage cheese, Russian tea 
ceremony, old Russian folk 

games (brook, gorelki, lapta, 
round dance).

Duration: 5 hours.
Seasonality: all year round.

Type of transport: bus.

Karting on the territory of the 
“AutoKino“, riding on an ATV 

with a visit to the quarry with a 
beautiful view of the taiga and 

hills, the end point of the ride is 
crossing the mountain river.
Duration: 2 days / 1 night.

Seasonality: all year round.
Types of transport: bus, ATVs.

Fascinating, exciting river rafting 
with the elements of extreme: 

departure on the chosen type of 
a boat (sap, kayak, catamaran, 

canoe, yacht, motor vessel), 
accompanied by professional 

instructors and employees of the 
Ministry of Emergency Situations. 
The route runs along the Ussuri 

River and the channels of the 
Great Ussuri Island.

Duration: 4 – 5 hours.
Seasonality: May – September.

Types of transport: bus, different 
types of boats.

Romantic Weekend Offer for two. 
Accommodation in “Riviera” hotel 
on the territory of the TC “Riviera 

Park on Zaimka“, visiting the 
water-recreational complex, rent 
of the sports equipment, visiting 

“AutoKino“.
Duration: 3 days / 2 nights.
Seasonality: all year round.

Type of transport: bus.

Karting on the territory of the 
“AutoKino“, riding on an ATV 

with a visit to the quarry with a 
beautiful view of the taiga and 

hills, the end point of the ride is 
crossing the mountain river. 
Duration: 3 days / 2 nights.
Seasonality: all year round.

Types of transport: bus, ATVs.
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Welcome 
to The Khabarosky Krai


